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We investigate the dynamic and viscoelastic properties of associating polymers forming gels. 

Our study addresses two challenges, the detailed characterization of the associating moieties, 

and the understanding of the properties of the formed networks, especially in the context of 

mixtures where mechanical reinforcement represents the main target. To achieve our goals, 

and in view of potential applications, we use both synthetic and biological macromolecules. 

First, we examine the self-assembly mechanism of telechelic star polymers comprising diblock 

copolymers in selective solvents.  They can be thought of as building blocks of responsive 

supramolecular materials. We study the effect of key parameters like they functionality (f) 

and fraction of the associating (solvophobic) groups on their self-organization mechanism and 

dynamics in dilute solution. Next we focus on improving the mechanical properties a mucus 

hydrogel formed by the mucin proteins derived from hagfish mucin vesicles by adding 

nanofillers or even a second network. We test different fillers and identify the consequences 

of interactions between the mucin matrix and fillers by means of linear and nonlinear (shear 

and capillary break-up extensional) rheological measurements. Hence, we manage to establish 

protocols for reinforcement. Our findings offer insights for linking the properties of these 

gels to their structure and for designing such soft composites with tunable rheological and 

mechanical properties.     
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Soft matter comprises a vast range of materials, which interpolate between simple liquids and 

solids. Thanks to Pierre Gilles de Gennes , who was awarded a Nobel prize in physics in 1991 

[1],  “soft matter” became a new discipline in modern physics. The materials belonging to this 

family are consisted of mesoscopic range components, amongst them we can find liquid 

crystals, gels, biological membranes, colloidal suspensions, polymer solutions, polymer melts 

etc. Impulsive organization of individual building blocks into ordered structures due to 

external stimuli response is ubiquitous in most materials and all living organisms in nature [2]. 

Nature serves as the model for stimuli-responsive polymers, but it remains a challenge to 

create materials that interact with, or respond to, biological environments. Inspired by this, a 

remarkable effort is made aiming to understand and emulate this responsive behavior to such 

incentives (i.e., temperature [3]–[5], pH[6]–[8], light[9]–[11]). Soft matter self-organization 

actually can allow for controlled design, development and tunability of its structure assembly.  

In addition, recent advances in polymer chemistry have led to the synthesis of various 

copolymer architectures, paving the way for new responsive building blocks for composite 

materials with optimal physical and mechanical characteristics. Polymer systems can be 

developed into a variety of functional forms to meet industrial and scientific applications and 

can range from biological to synthetic. Patchy particles, i.e., particles with directional 

interactions that enable their self-organization into higher-order structures, are playing a 

primary role as novel building blocks of this new class of materials.  Functionalized 

biomolecules, like DNA-grafted colloidal particles represent such an example of soft patchy 

particles. It is shown that can undergo aggregation due to interparticle interaction when 

temperature is reduced and lead to complex self-assembling structures[12]–[15].  However, 

the DNA grafting process is a very complicated and difficult step. A simpler alternative is 

achieved by using associating polymers, where there are units capable of interacting 

reversibly with similar units of other associating polymer chains. Hydrogels represent also a 

class of supramolecular networks which are ubiquitous in daily life, with applications ranging 

from food science, medicine to cosmetic industry. A polymer gel is a soft material capable of 

undergoing large deformation whilst swelling and absorbing water molecules. In turn, a 

deformed gel can change its chemical potential, contributing to energy exchange. Thus, a 
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polymer gel a variety of stimuli‐responsive actions with respect to external environmental 

changes. Mucus is a kind of gel consisting of low amount yet high molecular weight mucin 

glycoproteins (~3%) that can form a polymer matrix of high water intake (~95%) with low 

modulus value, infused with inorganic salts. Mucus forms a dynamic semipermeable barrier 

that allows the exchange of helpful substances, i.e., nutrients, water, gases while being 

impermeable to most bacteria, toxins and other pathogens and they can entrap them and 

repel them [16], [17]. So far, their main application is to protect and lubricate human and 

animal organs. However, novel applications can emerge if we optimize their mechanical 

properties and of course the source. There are many different kind of mucus of different 

origin (i.e., gastric, mucosal, colon mucus etc.). The mucin concentration, the functionality 

(possible additional interactions or degradation) and the way of acting at different 

environments (saline or not) vary with the protein origin. For this reason, scientists target the 

mucus secreted from animals like porcine, snail or in our case hagfish in order to study and 

enhance mechanical properties and very importantly increase the resource yet decreasing 

cost. In this work, we investigate the tunable properties of polymeric networks of both 

synthetic and biological origin. Telechelic star polymers (TSPs) are well-defined synthetic 

building blocks that allow molecular tunability by simply changing some key parameters (i.e., 

composition, functionality). Compared to mucus nanocomposites, these building blocks are 

very small in size, yet both lead to reversible network formation. Therefore, by studying these 

two systems, we enhance our understanding of the fundamentals of physical network 

viscoelasticity and mechanical response vis a vis the role of molecular (molar mass, fraction of 

associating groups, charges, internal conformation and structure) and external (temperature, 

pH) parameters.   In chapters 1-4 we provide the needed background (motivation, literature, 

materials and methods), while in chapters 5,6 and 7 we address the self-organization 

mechanisms of TSP building blocks into a percolated network and how is affected  by different 

parameters.  Subsequently, chapter 8 presents the rheology of a biological mucus system 

made of hagfish and two different ways of mechanical toughening, with addition of (i) 

nanocomposites and (ii) a second polymeric network.  
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2.1 Soft Colloidal Systems 

 
Soft colloids, such as microgels or star polymers, can be thought of as hybrids with 

properties encompassing both polymeric and hard colloidal features. These include 

stimuli-responsiveness, complex state transitions and tunable rheology. Due to these 

features, soft colloids can find wide-ranging applications as drug release agents, 

stimuli-sensors (e.g., pH, temperature), surface stabilizers in the food, oil and cosmetic 

Figure 2.1: A ternary schematic diagram with three pillars of soft matter, (a) polymers (b) colloids (c) Amphiphiles on 
each top. More complex structures resulting from combination of two pillars are shown on the sides. In this thesis, 
we use intermediates of all categories. Towards the top, the softness increases since we move to a more polymeric 

character.   
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industry and viscosity modifiers. In addition, soft colloids display exceptional complex 

structures, and have become new model systems (in addition to hard spheres) to mimic 

the phase behavior of molecular systems. This alternative to rigid particles is promising 

because soft colloids are highly deformable that can adjust their conformation at wish. 

Depending on the application, the latter is governed by bulk elasticity and surface 

tension and may yield an increase of adsorption energy by orders of magnitude relative 

to rigid particles [18]. Figure 2.1 illustrates some soft colloidal systems including those 

used in this thesis, e.g., microgel particles like CARBOPOL or amphiphilic polymers like 

telechelic star polymers  [19]. In general, to achieve tunable responsive macroscopic 

properties a synergy of the following parameters: (a) the type of monomers and their 

way of interactive with the solvent,  the interactions between monomers ; (b) molecular 

characteristics like architecture, flexibility, block size ratio, molecular weight, molecular 

weight distribution, and (c) the control of exchange kinetics. Fundamental research has 

set the goal of investigating the principles that allow tailoring the properties of 

associating soft materials amenable to applications. Both star diblock copolymers and 

nanocomposites used for improving mechanical properties of mucus systems belong to 

this family. 

  

  

2.2 Telechelic Star Polymers (TSPs) 

 

The term ‘telechelic’ originates from the junction of two Greek words:, tele- means 

‘remote/end’ while -chele means lip/claw. Telechelics are defined as polymeric 

molecules with reactive terminal groups that have the capacity to form intra-molecular 

as well as inter-molecular bonds[20]. While in most cases the term telechelic polymer 

is used when both ends of a polymer are functionalized, are also considered as 

telechelic macromolecules when only a part of the chain is functionalized but is able to 

interact with atoms in the same molecule (intra-molecularly) as well as to form bridges 

with other molecules (inter-molecularly). A well-established strategy to tailor 

rheological properties of polymeric materials is to incorporate associative groups 
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known as “stickers”. This way there is a tendency to organize into small aggregated 

leading to formation of physical sol or gel depending on the amount of the sticky ends. 

In comparison, conventional telechelic polymers have by default one sticky chain end 

therefore uniform distribution along the backbone thus facilitating the formation of 

more organized structures. In more detail, telechelic polymers is a class of reactive 

polymer possessing reactive functional groups at the chain ends, which are, not from 

monomers, deliberately introduced for further reactions [21]. Reactive polymers at 

chain ends represent promising building blocks for other classes of polymers, such as 

block copolymers and network polymers[22], [23]. The word “telechelic” was first used 

as an expression of these terminal reactive polymers in 1960 by Uraneck and coworkers 

to describe investigations of end group linkages of polybutadienes [24]. In this thesis, 

we focus on Telechelic star polymers (TSPs). TSPs are star polymers with associating 

groups at the chain ends (depending on the environment, e.g., selective solvent), thus 

attractive end arm sites [25], [26]. They comprise f (functionality) AB-block copolymers 

(arms) grafted on a common center with their solvophilic, A-blocks being at the interior 

of the star, and their solvophobic, B-blocks attached to the end of each arm. In what 

follows, NA and NB denote the number of A- and B-type monomers in a star arm, 

respectively, whereas stands for the ratio. The single-molecule behavior as well as the 

resulting many-body properties of concentrated systems depend on three parameters: 

the functionality f of the stars, the size ratio between A- and B-blocks and the attraction 

strength between the solvophobic B-blocks. Such systems have been investigated in 

the melt state, where association of the outer block is due to the enthalpic A-B 

interactions; in this case the B-block becomes attractive by changing the temperature, 

but it could also be a strong dipolar group such as zwitterion. The possible interplay of 

intra- and inter-molecular association reflects the competition between 

configurational entropy and attraction energy: for example, at high temperatures the 

association between different end groups will be suppressed, whereas at low-

temperatures it will be a typical configuration. Such systems have been investigated in 

the melt state, where association of the outer block is due to the enthalpic A-B 

interactions, and their structural and viscoelastic properties have been shown to 

strongly depend on the temperature-dependent interplay of intra- and inter- molecular 
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associations.  In solution, on the other hand, the attractions between outer blocks 

become stronger upon worsening solvent quality for one block, i.e., upon lowering 

temperature below the cloud point of the outer B-block. This, consequently, leads to 

the formation of soft patchy particles.    In this work, we shall address these questions 

in order to explore the exciting possibilities for designing new materials with tailored 

dynamics.           

 

 

2.3 Biology of Hagfish and its Slime 

 

Hagfish are marine nocturnal fish in habit and can be found in most oceans. They are 

eel-shaped, slime-producing, jawless , spineless and belong in the species Myxini, also 

known as Hyperotreti [27]. They live buried either in mud or sand and eat polychaetes 

–marine worms- and other invertebrates. There are known to exist 67 different species 

of Myxini but the most studied one are Pacific Hagfish (Eptatretus stoutii) [28] and 

Atlantic Hagfish (Myxine glutinosa)[29]. In this work we focus on the Atlantic Hagfish 

species. A schematic illustration of the actual sea creature is shown in Figure 2.2(a). 

Hagfishes are ancient creatures and haven’t evolved for about 300 million years. One 

of the most distinctive features of hagfish is their defense mechanism from predators, 

which consists of rapidly releasing large amounts of slime exudate when threatened, 

thus clogging the predator’s mouth and gills [30], [31],[32]. The slime itself forms very 

fast (a few milliseconds) when the exudate is released from its ventrolateral slime 

glands that are located on both sides of its entire body as it is also shown in Figure 

2.2(b) [33]. Interestingly,  slime formation takes place when an extensional  stress is 

applied (deriving from the mouth suction of predators), while it collapses in shear, so 

the hagfish can (shear-)escape if trapped by simply making a knot [34]. The exudate 

consists of two main protein components; these are the mucin vesicles and protein 

skeins. Skeins are coiled up proteins that unravel due to osmotic pressure and their 

length is about 15-30 cm. They explicit a very unique way of self-packing (Figure 2.2(c)) 

and despite their length, they can unravel without tangling. When skeins are released, 
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a process triggered with very low mechanical stress, they make the backbone of the 

slime which is a soft neutral which offers great elasticity to the hydrogel. Then again, 

mucin vesicles are capsules that entrap mucin-like glycoproteins [35], [36]. When in 

contact with seawater and more importantly with divalent ions of Ca2+, it boosts for the 

vesicles to open up and release the encapsulated proteins due to means if osmotic 

pressure [37] . These mucin-like proteins make a rigid, brittle polyelectrolyte network. 

These two combined form the hagfish slime, which is the most dilute hydrogel known 

to date (99.996% water). It has triggered a lot of interest in the direction of designing  

new biomaterials (i.e., smart fabrics, food stabilizers, drug carriers , advanced 

hydrogels) [38]. However, since the overall structure, mechanism of formation and 

chemistry are still not completely understood, it is meaningful to pursue systematic 

investigations of individual constituents. In this spirit, we have decided to isolate and 

investigate mucin proteins. One distinguishing feature is that effective gelation  for 

mucin proteins of an elastic network (mucus) can occur with 0.01-0.02% wt. [34],[39]. 

Figure 2.2: (a) The Atlantic hagfish (Myxine Glutinosa). (b) Its different parts and in particular the slime-glands. (c) 
Cartoon of the skein proteins and how they are packed (Herr et al. 2014). (d) Simplified animated version of mucin-
like glycoproteins as drawn by Yang and coworkers in 2012. 
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The main target of this study is to make this mucus hydrogel “stronger” by improving 

its mechanical performance. Adding filler nanoparticles is one of the traditional 

approaches to toughen elastomers. In this study we follow such an approach by both 

forming a double network and using nanoparticles, as described in detail in the 

following.  

 

2.4 Reinforcing mechanisms of polymer networks  

  

 2.4.1 Interpenetrating double networks (DNs) 

Hydrogels are usually composed of a hydrophilic polymer that forms a single network 

(SN) which can absorb water molecules and thus swell. This type of network is weak and 

highly elastic. The lack in mechanical strength is mainly due to the solution-like nature 

of hydrogels since there is low density of polymer chains in the solution and thus small 

friction between them. Another reason is the heterogeneity of the network structure 

caused during the gelation process which is known as a result of large-scale 

imperfections [40], [41]. When a force is applied to a gel with heterogeneous structure, 

stress is concentrated at the shortest segment, leading to failure of the sample even at 

very low values (in the form of propagating cracks). Conversely, load-bearing biological 

soft tissues - like cartilage or tendon- are much stronger. At the synthetic level, there is 

a new class of hydrogels known as double-network hydrogels,  where a high molecular 

mass neutral polymer network is merged within a swollen heterogeneous 

polyelectrolyte network of shorter chains [42]–[44]. Double-network gels are 

promising materials that allow for high water content while having high mechanical 

strength and toughness. One way of reinforcing single networks is to form 

interpenetrating networks, akin to double networks. DNs are  a special type of network 

structure consisting of two types of polymer components with distinct characteristics: 
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the major soft and ductile network (En=kBT) [45] which comprises loosely cross-linked 

neutral polymers and the minor which is a densely cross-linked polyelectrolyte network 

that is rigid and brittle (En>>kBT) [42],[46]. The ‘neutral’ network corresponds to a what 

is known as a hidden length scale,  (when the bonds of the other network break and the 

chain (e.g., protein) starts to unfold), whereas the ‘charged’ network has the sacrificial 

bonds, i.e., the ionic bonds that may easily  break and recover;  this is known as the bone 

fracture model [47]–[49]. The large number of crosslinks of the latter (stiff) network is 

primarily responsible for bearing the stress. These crosslinks form sacrificial bonds that 

break before the material fails. The deformable former network holds the gel together 

during extreme extension and redistributes stress to a large volume of the sacrificial 

bond network. The combination of the two networks (shown schematically in Figure 

2.3) offers versatility and enhanced mechanical resistance. Based on the above, we may 

describe hagfish slime in the context of a double-network gel with the skeins (balls-of-

Figure 2.3: Single network components comprising a double network gel and response to an applied force. (a) Minor 
poly-electrolyte network and major neutral polymer network. When mixed together, they form a complex 
interpenetrated structure. In (b), (c), (d) we show simplistic illustrations of the three deformed networks due to the 
effect of an applied force. 
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wool) being the backbone of the neutral network and the mucin-like glycoproteins 

comprising the polyelectrolyte component. In this thesis, we focus on the hydrogel 

component (i.e., the network of mucin-like glycoproteins) which is a charged single 

network formed by mucin-like GPEG proteins.  

 

2.4.2 Nanoparticles as fillers for improving mechanical properties of polymer networks 

Motivated by the famous lecture of  Nobel laureate Richard P. Feynman “There’s Plenty 

of Room at the Bottom” (Feynman, 1960) [50], the scientific community engaged in 

various revolutionary developments in the field of nanotechnology. They involved the 

ability to fabricate, characterize and manipulate artificial structure that can provide 

control of properties at nanometer scale. Several pioneering studies have revealed new 

physical properties of matter at intermediate scale between molecular and bulk. The 

class of materials known as nanocomposites are made of nanosized objects dispersed 

in polymeric matrices, and their macroscopic behavior arises from a combination of the 

novel properties of the individual building blocks and their mutual interaction. In this 

thesis, we focus on one particular kind of this family, nanoparticles of polymeric or 

colloidal nature and their role in potentially enhancing the mechanical strength of the 

weak mucin hydrogel. The use of nanoparticles to yield composite hydrogels has 

received a lot of attention over the years because of their potential to tailor the 

mechanical properties of composites in an unprecedented way, through molecular 

design of the network components. As already mentioned, toughening a polymeric 

network with nanoparticles depends largely on the interactions between the backbone 

of the gel and the particles. What is hard to characterize is the polymer-filler 

interaction.  The attraction forces between particles, typically due to van der Waals and 

electrostatic (and maybe additional) forces, affect the particle-particle interaction and 

could deteriorate the overall performance of the composite [51]. The delicate balance 

between repulsion and attraction forces can be tailored by particle size, volume 

fraction,  and surface modification [51]–[55]. Simulation results  suggest that the 

presence of nanoparticles increase polymer packing density and could lead to an 

increase in the storage modulus [55], [56]. In case the particles are simply introduced 
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into the polymeric network, we consider them as space-filling, yielding an increase of 

the elastic modulus and brittleness. On the other hand, when particles are embedded 

via chemical interactions with the polymeric matrix, a stronger gel is formed. The two 

approaches are schematically illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of toughening mechanisms of a polymer network when nanoparticles are 
introduced. (a) Space-filling particles yielding an increase volume fraction and the elastic modulus (and viscosity) of 
the system, in general (b) Particles with binding sites: they interact chemically thus creating more bridges between 
the polymers and increasing crosslinking density hence the modulus of the system. 
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In this chapter we introduce the basic theoretical background of the various experimental 

techniques and methodologies used in the present thesis. Details about sample preparation, 

measurement protocols and experimental setups are discussed. The main techniques used are 

dynamic light scattering (DLS) in the single scattering limit (photon correlation spectroscopy), 

small-amplitude oscillatory shear rheology (linear viscoelasticity) and capillary break-up 

extensional rheology (nonlinear response). Additional techniques, which have been utilized 

for material characterization, such as the turbidimetric analysis (UV-VIS spectroscopy) and 

zeta potential tests, are also briefly discussed. 

 

3.1 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS, also known as Photon Correlation Spectroscopy or Quasi-Elastic 

Light Scattering) is an ubiquitous and non-invasive analytical technique used to measure the 

particle size distribution in size ranges of approximately 1 nm to 1 µm. The setup used for DLS 

experiments is the ALV-5000 (Germany) with Nd-YAG polarized monochromatic laser beam at 

a wavelength (λ) of 532 nm (Oxxius, France). In more detail, the single frequency beam after 

being vertically polarized through a series of lens and filters, hits the sample causing a 

scattering event due to the reaction of material elements in the solution sample, called 

scatterers. The scattered light caused by them fluctuating over time due to Brownian motion, 

is detected at a known scattering angle θ by a fast photomultiplier (PMT) detector, which is 

adapted on a goniometer. The variation of different angles allows us to have access at different 

length scales.  The particles scattering of light gives information about their thermal motion, 

hence their diffusion. For controlling the temperature, an external bath circulating system was 
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also used and has a range of 6oC-60oC .Α graphic representation of the setup used is shown in 

Figure 3.1. Finally, a correlator transforms the received signal of the scattering intensity 

fluctuations of the solution into a digital signal, which is then auto-correlated for dynamic light 

scattering measurements (see Figure 3.2). Moreover in Figure 3.2, we illustrate examples 

intensity fluctuations and intermediate scattering function (ISF), reflecting the motion of small 

particles in the suspension (top) or of both large and small particles in the same sample volume 

(bottom). Based on the Stokes-Einstein-Sutherland equation, the larger the size, the slower the 

diffusion in the medium, and the larger the fluctuations (more scattering from large particles). 

On the other hand, the smaller the size the larger the diffusion in the medium and the faster 

the intensity fluctuations (less scattering by small particles). The scattering wavevector q is 

defined in terms of scattering geometry and is dependent on the scattering angle θ and some 

fixed parameter like the wavelength of the laser source in vacuum (λ) and the refractive index 

of the solvent (n) .This is known as the Bragg condition (Eq. 3.1) and specifies the wave vector 

component of the dielectric constant fluctuations that will give rise to a scattering angle θ.  

                                                                      𝑞⃑⃑  =
4𝜋𝑛

𝜆
sin (

𝜗

2
)                                                                                       (3.1)  

Figure 3.1: illustration of the Dynamic light scattering setup ALV-5000.  (a) Schematic of the setup. The laser beam 

passes through the sample and illuminates it. The scattered intensity is collected by the high-sensitivity photon 

multiplier which is placed on a goniometer and based on the scattering angle θ the intensity signal is auto correlated 

via a correlator card (b) details of the setup: (1) computer receiving input from the correlator card (2). The laser (8) 

produces a beam directed to an opticam train including mirrors and polarizer (7. The beam then passes through a 

system of optical lens (6) and reaches the sample that sits in the DLS chamber (4). The temperature is controlled by 

means of an external bath (3) working with water circulation. Finally, the scattered light is collected by the photon 

multiplier which is placed on a goniometer (5) for measurements at various scattering angles θ  
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The scattering light is well approximated by the Rayleigh scattering model where the scattered 

intensity, I, Eq. 3. 2, is proportional to the sixth power of the particle radius, r [57]   

                                                                            𝐼 ∝
𝑟6

𝜆4
                                                                                                        (3.2) 

DLS is very sensitive to very low concentrations of contaminant size fractions such as filter spoil, 

dust from improperly cleaned lab-ware and aggregated particles, which may ruin the 

measurements. As already mentioned, DLS reflects the Brownian motion of the dispersed 

particles, which are constantly colliding with solvent molecules. These collisions cause a certain 

amount of energy to be transferred, which induces particle movement. The energy transfer is 

constant and therefore has a greater effect on smaller particles. As a result, smaller particles 

are moving at higher speeds than larger particles. The speed of the particles is quantified by 

the translational diffusion coefficient D, which we can be obtained by computing the intensity 

correlation function g (2) (q,τ). The instrument by itself measures intensity autocorrelation 

function I<t> and with a correlator card can compute the g (2) (q,τ) function. The normalized time 

Figure 3.2: At the top, the scattering intensity (b) and its autocorrelation function (intermediate scattering function, 

ISF) (c) are shown for a system consisting of small particles (a). At the bottom, the same situation is illustrated for a 

system comprising both small particles and bigger clusters (b). In this case, a second slow mode appears in the ISF (f) 

and the intensity fluctuation peaks are larger and broader (d). 
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autocorrelation function of the intensity of the scattered light g (2) (q,τ) for a given delay time τ 

is given by equation 3.3. 

                                                               𝑔(2)(𝑞, 𝜏) =
<𝛪(𝑞,𝜏)∙𝛪(𝑞,𝜏+𝑡)>

<𝐼(𝑞,𝜏)>2
                                                                        (3.3) 

Where I (t) and I (t + τ) are the intensities of the scattered light at times t and t + τ, respectively, 

and the braces indicate the averaging over t. For short time delays, the correlation is high 

because the particles don’t have a chance to move to a great extent from their initial state. As 

the time delays become longer, the correlation decays exponentially, meaning that, after a long 

time period has elapsed, there is no correlation between initial and final states. This 

exponential decay is related to the motion of the particles, specifically the diffusion coefficient 

D. In many cases the ISF can be written in terms of the correlation function g (1) (q,τ) of the 

scattered light field through the so-called Siegert relation  (equation 3.4) [58] . A typical 

representation of the intensity correlation function is shown in Figure 3.2(d) for single particles 

and Figure 3.2 (f) for a solution with both single particles and clusters. 

                                                      𝑔(2)(𝑞, 𝜏) = 1 + 𝛼 ∙ [𝑔(1)(𝑞, 𝜏)]2                                                                       (3.4) 

 𝛼 being the coherence factor, determined by the ratio of the detector area to the coherence 

area of the scattered light, which is usually a known and fixed parameter, in our case the value 

is α=0.36. In the simplest scenario of a homogenous dilute suspension of spherical particles 

under Brownian motion, g (1) (q,τ) can be described as a single exponential decay with a decay 

rate of Γ=Dq2 (equation 3.5). 

                                                  𝑔(1)(𝑞, 𝜏) = exp(−𝛤𝜏) = exp (−𝐷𝑞2𝜏)                                             (3.5) 

Once you get the value of diffusion coefficient you can estimate the hydrodynamic ratio using 

the Stokes-Einstein-Sutherland equation (Eq.3.6) [59]–[62]. 

                                                                            𝐷 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

6𝜋𝜂𝑅𝐻
                                                                         (3.6) 

Where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T the absolute temperature during the measurement, η the 

dynamic viscosity of the dispersant at the desired temperature and RH the hydrodynamic radius 

of the particle.  

Based on the form of the ISF we can proceed with different ways of analysis. In the present 

work, to analyze the data we used mainly the CONTIN algorithm [57]. 
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3.1.1 CONTIN analysis  

The CONTIN method is a more complex distribution method since it involves analysis 

of multi-mode distributions. In this case, is used the correlation function 𝑔(1)(𝑞, 𝜏) of 

the particle suspension along with the CONTIN algorithm [57], [58] to evaluate the 

corresponding distribution of relaxation times from the distribution of decay rate G (Γ). 

Since the peaks in G (Γ) correspond to scattering events deriving from the monomers 

are usually sharp, they directly indicate the characteristic diffusion time τp of the 

particles. However, when aggregation takes place, we observe a broader peak that 

corresponds to the characteristic diffusion time of the assembled clusters (τc). 

Moreover, large aggregates may not be non-diffusive if their size prohibits a purely 

Brownian motion. G (τ) reflects the amount of scattered light with relaxation time to 

which are contributions from the characteristic diffusion time of and the lifetime of 

scattered particles. The function G (τ) is usually computed from the field correlation 

function (eq. 3.7) by means of the CONTIN algorithm. 

                                                  𝑔(1)(𝑞, 𝜏) = [𝑔(2)(𝑞, 𝜏)− 1]1/2                                                                    (3.7) 

The CONTIN algorithm performs a numerical inverse Laplace transform of the 

correlation function 𝑔(1)(𝑞, 𝜏) . The decay rate distribution is given by a summary of 

several exponential decay functions that decay at different rates; this approach is very 

efficient  for polydisperse and complex systems  [59].  A generic model is represented 

by equations 3.8-3.9 below. 

                                                  𝑔(1)(𝑞, 𝜏) = ∫𝐺(𝛤) exp(−𝛤𝜏)𝑑𝑙𝑛𝛤                                                 (3.8) 

𝐺(𝜏) =  𝐺(𝜏)𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 +  𝐺(𝜏)𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 =  
𝐴2

√2𝜋𝜎2
2
exp [−

(𝑙𝑛𝜏−𝑙𝑛𝜏2)
2

2𝜎2
2 ]    (3.9) 

The main point is to use CONTIN and to invert the decay rate (Γ) distribution for 

different values of the regularization parameter α. The quality of fitting depends on 

the curvature of the distribution. The proper selection of α is tricky because even a 

small difference can alter significantly the outcome of the fit and thus the diffusion 

coefficient value.  
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3.2 UV/Vis Spectroscopy 

 

The instrument used in ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy is called a UV/Vis 

spectrophotometer. The machinery used for experiments was the UV-Vis spectrometer 

LAMBDA 950 by Perkin Elmer (USA) and the UV-Vis spectrometer Cary 300 by Agilent 

Technologies (USA). Both have a range of wavelengths from 200nm to 800nm. The main 

idea of this method is that these instruments can measure the light that is either 

absorbed or transmitted from various dilute solutions [60]. In brief, the non-

monochromatic light derived from the source is analyzed into different colors through 

a set of lenses and a monochromator prism and hits the sample. A schematic 

representation is presented in Figure 3.3. Based on the components of the investigated 

sample, the characteristic absorbance or transmittance corresponds to an intensity 

spectrum, ideally with a clear peak [61]. Based on that, we can extract the absorption 

Figure 3.3:  Simplified schematic illustration of the principle of operation of a UV-Vis Spectrometer. 
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for the wavelength that we are interested in and through the Bouguer-Beer-Lambert 

law (equation 3.10) calculate the concentration [62], [63]. 

                                                   𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝐼𝑜 𝐼⁄ )  = 𝑙𝑜𝑔(100 𝑇(%)⁄ ) = 𝐴 = 휀𝑑𝑐                                          (3.10) 

 

 Where Io is the intensity of the monochromatic light entering the sample and I the 

intensity of the light emerging from the sample. T (%) is the % transmittance calculated 

by the Io/I ratio. A = log (Io/I) [-] is the absorption of the constituents, d [cm] is the optical 

path size or else the length of the cuvette. Finally, ε [M-1cm-1] is the molar absorption 

coefficient and c [M] is the molar concentration.  According to the aforementioned law, 

the technique assumes a measurement of the given relationship between the light 

intensities I and Io. When measuring a sample, one has to account for the loss due to 

the solvent itself and potential reflection due to the cuvette surfaces. In order to 

eliminate this error, a reference measurement is performed. More detailed, the 

Figure 3.4: Concentration calibration curve based on the use of the Beer-Lambert law.  
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absorbance of radiation in the UV-Vis range causes atomic excitation, which refers to 

the transition of molecules from a low-energy ground state to an excited state. Before 

an atom can change excitation states, it must absorb sufficient levels of radiation for 

electrons to move into higher molecular orbits. Shorter bandgaps typically correlate to 

absorption of shorter wavelengths of light. The energy required for molecules to 

undergo these transitions, therefore, are electrochemically-specific. A UV-Vis 

spectrophotometer can use this principle to quantify the analytes in a sample based on 

their absorption characteristics [60][64]. This technique was used mainly for 

concentration determination of stabilized stock solutions in mucin vesicles [65], [66]. 

One of the most important consequences of the use of this technique is, as mentioned 

above, c the concentration determination of the substances. The way to do so, is by 

means of calibration curves when measuring many concentrations and their absorption 

(see Figure 3.4). It is important to try and create a linear relation between concentration 

and absorbance by starting from a very dilute solution and gradually increase the 

concentration or vice versa. It is suggested not to use very concentrated solutions (the 

concentration should not exceed the threshold of 0.001-0.01 mol/L) because then the 

interactions in the solution dominate between the solvent molecules and the absorbing 

species. 

 

 

3.3 Zeta Potential Tests 

 

The ZetaSizer-Nano ZS from MALVERN Analytical Instruments (UK) was used to 

perform zeta-potential measurements. What is referred to as zeta-potential, is actually 

the electrical charge of particles that are suspended in a liquid dispersant medium (see 

Figure 3.5).  It can be used to describe double-layer properties of a colloidal dispersion 

[67]. The electrochemical potential is measured in mV. For colloids is considered as the 

electrical potential difference across the ionic layer around a charged colloidal ion. A 

system is considered stable for values less than -37mV or larger than +35mV. Values 

varying from +15mV to -15mV set the limit is where agglomeration starts , whereas a 
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value of 0mV states that the attractions between  particles are strong enough for 

precipitation to occurs and lead to phase separation. Moreover, nanoparticles with a 

zeta potential between −10 and +10 mV are almost neutral whereas particles with 

values greater than +30 mV or smaller than −30 mV are considered strongly cationic or 

strongly anionic respectively [68]. In general, the ζ-potential cannot be measured 

directly, instead, it needs to be calculated from theoretical models or estimated 

experimentally usually based on electrophoretic mobility. The latter is indeed the 

method used by the Malvern ZetaSizer. In a nutshell, the instrument tracks the rate at 

which a charged particle moves in response to an electric field. The rate of migration 

from one electrode to the other is proportional to its ζ-potential, based on  

Smulochowski’s theory [69], which is valid for any concentration or shape of the 

dispersed particles (since it  assumes a sufficiently thin double layer, it ignores any 

contribution of surface conductivity). 

 

3.4 Rheology 

 

In nature there are two main types of materials, solids and liquids, with the former 

being purely elastic and the latter purely viscous. Elastic materials are characterized by 

Hooke’s law: 𝜎=𝐺𝛾 and viscous materials by Newton’s law: 𝜎=𝜂𝛾  where σ is the shear 

Figure 3.5:  Schematic diagram illustrating the surface potential, stern potential, and zeta potential as a function of 
distance of a negatively charged particle in a dispersion medium. The different zones are color-coded. 
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stress, γ the shear deformation, G the shear modulus (related to stiffness), 𝛾  the 

deformation rate and η the shear viscosity (resistance to flow). However, the majority 

of materials, e.g., those used in our daily life (i.e. ketchup, toothpaste, honey), are 

somewhere in the middle, i.e., viscoelastic, combining the elastic properties of a solid 

and the viscous ones of a liquid. Rheology is the science of deformation and flow of 

materials. There are two types of rheometric flows,[70], [71] (i) shear flow, where the 

imposed velocity gradient is perpendicular to the flow direction and (ii) uniaxial 

extensional flow, where the velocity gradient along the flow direction. 

 

 

3.4.1 Oscillatory Rheology 

 

There are two types of commercially available rotational rheometers, strain-controlled 

and stress-controlled. Both measure rheological response but they differ on the way of 

measuring. In this thesis, all measurements were performed with the stress-controlled 

rheometer MCR 501 of Anton Paar, Austria 

(Figure 3.6). Imagine a sample being sheared 

while sandwiched between two plates, with 

only the upper moving at constant 

(oscillatory) rotation speed. The signal 

coming from the instrument provides the 

strain γ. When operating in strain-controlled 

mode, the test is a controlled sinusoidal 

strain one, where the sine curve is 

determined on the amplitude and its 

oscillation frequency. The time-dependent 

strain applied is: (𝑡) =𝛾𝑜sin (𝜔𝑡) and the 

corresponding measured stress is: 𝜎 (𝑡) =𝜎𝑜sin 

(𝜔𝑡+𝛿). For a purely elastic solid the applied 
Figure 3.6: Anton Paar Modular Compact 

Rheometer (MCR) 501 (Austria). 
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sinusoidal deformation provides a stress which has no phase shift, δ=0ο. For a purely 

viscous liquid the applied sinusoidal deformation has a shift of δ=90o. In the case of 

viscoelastic materials, the sine curves show a time lag between 0ο and 90o. The complex 

shear modulus, G*=σ (t)/γ (t), describes the viscoelastic behavior of a sample. We can 

decompose it into two moduli, in-phase real and out-of-phase imaginary, G*= G’ + iG”. 

G’ is called the storage modulus, represents the stored deformation energy and 

describes the solid-state behavior of the sample. On the other hand, G” is called loss 

modulus, representing the energy lost (dissipated) through (viscous) friction when 

flowing and describes the liquid-state of the sample. Tests performed typically are (i) 

dynamic strain sweeps (DSS), to determine the upper limit of the non-destructive 

deformation or else limit of viscoelastic region (LVE, typically occurring at small strain 

amplitudes); (ii) dynamic frequency sweeps (DFS), to describe the spectrum of behavior 

of a material in the LVE region, since high frequencies simulate fast motion on short 

timescale, whilst low frequencies simulate slow motion at long timescales; and (iii) 

dynamic time sweeps (DTS), to evaluate time-dependent viscoelastic behavior under 

constant strain and frequency (Figure 3.7). Moreover, long-time creep experiments 

were performed in order to extend the linear viscoelastic regime to lower frequencies.  

Figure 3.7: Indicative  oscillatory shear rheological tests (a) Dynamic Strain Sweep; determination of LVE region (b) 
Dynamic Frequency Sweep; study of the flow properties over different time scales (c) Dynamic Time Sweep; time 
dependent behavior of the material. The insets in each graph highlight the main information we get from each test. 
Loss modulus (G”) is symbolized with green line and open symbols, Storage modulus (G’) is symbolized with a red 
line and closed symbols. All graphs are log-log representations. 
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The creep compliance J (t) was collected and analyzed as described by R.M.L. Evans et 

al.,  [72]. All tests were executed with a cone-plate geometry of 50 mm, cone angle θ= 

1o and a 0.102 μm gap.  

 

 

3.4.2 Capillary Break-up Extensional Rheology 

 
 

 This method was the main rheological technique used for studying the stiffness mucin 

hydrogels and their composites. Due to the slippery nature of this system, the use of 

capillary break extensional rheometry by means of the HAAKE-CaBER1 (Thermo 

Scientfic, Germany) was rendered appropriate (Figure 3.8). With this technique, when a 

viscoelastic fluid is placed between two plates and stretched to a desired height, 

tension is applied (considered nearly uniaxial) and a capillary is formed, whose thinning 

to break is followed over time. There is an interplay of gravitational, viscous and 

interfacial forces and we assume that in the center of the capillary, after stretching, we 

have a purely uniaxial deformation up to the break-up point. We track the breakage of 

the capillary and in this way we collect information about the breakage time, the 

thinning profile of the filament and later on, while knowing the surface tension, we can 

extract a characteristic relaxation time and 

apparent extensional viscosity. The Caber 

instrument has a high precision laser micrometer 

to accurately track the thinning filament 

diameter profile, which computes the size of an 

object based on the intensity of light entering 

the sensing element. The output is the 

normalized diameter (D/D1) which is tracked by 

the laser micrometer and plotted versus time 

until the break point (Fig. 3.9, Fig. 3.10).  The 

plate motion is controlled by a linear motor. This 

system allows for fast response and reasonable 
Figure 3. 8: CaBER HAAKE 1 by Thermo Fischer 
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control over the different stretch profiles used. The time needed for to stretch the 

sample is called strike time (tS). An important parameter is the initial plate position 

determining the gap between the two plates. It is recommended to use an initial ratio 

Λi=(2Li/Do) of 1 , i.e., if one uses  a plate of diameter 6mm you, the choosen sample 

thickness (gap) should be 3 mm. If the initial gap is too large then the initial column of 

fluid is affected by the gravity and leads to erroneous final result. On the other hand 

the initial gap is too small, there is a strong dominating shear flow component from 

actually squeezing the sample and this affects the initial stretch and preconditions the 

flow profile. Also, the selection of the final gap plays also a role to the final stretch 

profile.  For a better comparison, all different data sets should be based on the same 

final gap ratio (as much as possible). This gap ratio must be chosen such that it works 

for all samples, meaning that a capillary is formed, the instabilities are minimized and 

breakage takes place in a reasonable time frame. For the experiments presented in this 

Figure 3.9: Images of the 3 main stages of a CaBER experiment. Right to Left: First, the initial position of the two 

plates with an ideal filament loading is shown. Li is the gap between the two plates and is recommended to be Do/2. 

In the next two photos, the measuring position right after the upper plate has reached its final position Lf and finally 

the last photo shows the breaking point of the capillary. 
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work, a final gap of Lf ~ 11.48 mm was used, which corresponds to a ratio of 

Λf=2Lf/Do=3.56.  The upper plate reaches this final position by following a linear stretch 

profile, Lf (t) =Lo∙t with a strike time of 50ms. Forces acting on the midpoint of the 

filament during initial stretching while the capillary is unbalanced and still developing, 

are surface-tension-driven, (which results in a flow away from the mid-point) and 

gravity-driven resulting to a flow from the top to the bottom plate. It is only after the 

filament gets thin and curved enough that the capillary forces are high enough that 

gravity has no influence on the system. Asides the gravitational phenomena, there are 

two other major issues while performing fast experiments. First,  an instability 

associated with the formation of low-viscosity fluid droplets during breaking, known as 

beads-on-a-string (BOAS) effect [73], [74]. The second case is the strike time. If the 

Figure 3.10: CaBER Data Analysis. Fitting with the viscoelastic equation 3.11 to extract apparent modulus Gapp and 
relaxation time λ. The green dashed line is drawn to guide to the eye (it corresponds to a pure viscoelastic profile). 
The areas where deviation is observed are indicated with arrows and further explained in the insets. 
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strike time is too long for your sample, the capillary starts the thinning process before 

reaching final position. Experimental results of these two problems are shown in Figure 

3.11.  Detailed analysis of the time evolution of the midpoint diameter of an elastic fluid 

can be described by the following equation 3.11: 

                                                            
 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑑(𝑡)

𝐷1
= (

𝐺𝑎𝑝𝑝∙𝐷1

4∙𝜎
)
.1 3⁄

𝑒−
𝑡
3𝜆⁄                                               (3.11) 

Figure 3.11:  Graphical representation of common issues during fast Caber experiments. The upper set of graphs 

represents the BOAS instability, when the liquid filament breaks into droplets. Two different cases are shown:  (a) 

the normal case where a capillary finally forms a single bead before it breaks; (b) BOAS effect where the entire 

capillary is divided into beads of different sizes, called generations. In the insets of (a) and (b) picture photo of each 

case is shown. In the bottom set of graphs an artifact of the instrument during fast tracking is shown: due to the 

long strike time an exponential decay takes place before the start to the actual experimental measurement, i.e., 

capillary thinning occurs during the (slow) stretching process. When strike times from 20ms to 80ms were tried this 

behavior was encountered. (c) Strike time 80ms (d) Strike time 50ms. 
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Where Dmid (t)/D1, is the normalized diameter evolution, Gapp the apparent elastic 

modulus, σ the surface tension of the sample and λ the characteristic relaxation time. 

It is possible to extract λ and Gapp by directly fitting equation 3.11 (see Figure 3.10) to 

the data. Moreover, an apparent extensional viscosity, ηapp can be calculated through 

equation 3.12:        

                                                          𝜂𝑎𝑝𝑝(휀 ) =
𝜎∙𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑑

𝜀 
=

−𝜎

𝑑𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑑(𝑡)/𝑑𝑡
                                                (3.12) 

The Hencky strain ε (t) experienced by the fluid element at the axial mid-plane at time 

t can be defined using the mid-filament diameter, in equation 3.13: 

                                                             휀(𝑡) = −2ln (
𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑑(𝑡)

𝐷𝑜
)                                                           (3.13) 
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This chapter discusses the materials used in this thesis. They are (i) Telechelic Star Polymers 

(TSPs) comprising diblock copolymer arms and (ii) a biological hydrogel of mucin-like 

glycoproteins originating from hagfish slime. First we describe the synthesis and sample 

preparation of the TSPs. Subsequently, we present the biology of hagfish slime with special 

emphasis on mucin-like glycoprotein, the sample preparation protocol and also the 

characterization of the various additives used for trying to reinforce the hagfish mucin 

network. We also describe the procedure followed for determining the concentration of such 

protein solutions. 

 

4.1 Telechelic Star Polymers (TSPs)  

 

4.1.1 Synthesis 

Telechelic star polymers (TSPs) are star polymers with ionic groups at the chain ends, 

thus attractive end arm sites [25],[26].  TSPs consist of f –AB-block copolymer arms 

grafted on a common center through state-of-the-art synthesis methods, in our case 

anionic polymerization.  Star diblock copolymers with 3, arms of styrene and butadiene 

1, 4 blocks and with 6 and 16 arms of styrene and isoprene blocks have been 

synthesized and used in this thesis (see Figure 4.1). High-vacuum anionic synthesis was 

employed with sec-Butyllithium (1.1 mmol) as initiator and benzene (C6H6) as solvent. 

In order to create polymeric stars comprising diblock-copolymer arms was used the 

grafting-to method. A detailed cartoon of the synthesis is presented in Figure 4.1 for 

the preparation of a 3-arm Telechelic star polymer. All samples were synthesized in the 

Polymer Synthesis Lab of Professor N. Hadjichristidis at KAUST, Saudi Arabia.  The TSPs 

used and their main characteristics are listed in Table 4.1.   
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Figure 4.1:  Synthesis steps for 3-arm star diblock copolymers (PS-b-PBd) 3. The process is divided in three main steps. First 

is the initiation step where sec-Buli is used as initiator and styrene as the monomer for the synthesis of the first (outer) 

block. Next, 1, 3 butadiene is introduced and the polymerization continues so the second (inner) block with an active end 

group is created. Finally, the arms are attached onto chlorosilane cores and 3-arm star diblock-co-polymers are produced. 
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4.1.2 Sample preparation for light scattering (LS) tests  

In order to perform reliable light scattering experiments and extract high quality data 

we have to be very cautious while preparing samples. Is very important for the sample 

not to be turbid, not to absorb at the specific wavelength of the laser light source and 

not have a matching refractive index with the dispersant. Before use, all samples were 

stored in a deep freezer (T=-60oC) to reduce the risk of degradation In order to ensure 

that the samples were fully dissolved in solvent 1-phenyldodecane, volatile 

dichloromethane co-solvent was used. Cresol® antioxidant was added at ~0.1%wt. 

Before transferring to a LS measuring cell, a sample was let at least 24 hours to ensure 

homogeneity. The cleaning procedure involved washouts using acetone with a filter of 

0.45μm at least five times. Next, we used aluminum foil to cover the top of the cell and 

placed it in a vacuum chamber for approximately 20 minutes in order to be fully dried. 

Next, we added the sample into the LS cell by using a clean syringe and 0.45 μm 

hydrophobic filter. It is very important to prepare dust-free samples since dust particles 

are large in size (μm scale) and scatter a lot, ruining the quality of our data collection. 

Finally, the cell was loosely sealed with foil and set aside to allow for the co-solvent to 

fully evaporate. Before each DLS experiment, the samples were equilibrated at T = 

60°C, which is above the cloud point of the outer PS-block (~55°C), for 10 min to erase 

thermal history. Then, the sample was quenched to the desired temperature and 

equilibrated. The equilibration process was probed by measuring the ISF until it 

reached steady values over time (baseline). The duration of equilibration depended on 

the temperature and ranged from 10 min at T = 60 °C to 10 hours at T = 20 °C. 

 

4.2 Hagfish Mucin Proteins and Additives  

 

4.2.1 Exudate collection and stabilization  

The Atlantic Hagfish was fished from Atlanterhavsparken in Ålesund’s Fjords Norway, 

by NTNU aquarium’s staff. Slime exudate sampling was performed under the ethical 
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specifications met by Forsøksdyrutvalget (FOTS ID 6912) under the supervision of 

Møreforsking Nyhetsarkiv. The protocol followed by L. Böni et al. [38] is based on a 

protocol established by Herr and coworkers [75] which is described subsequently  in 

more detail .  The hagfishes were seized from about 80m depth using home-made built 

traps and then transferred to a vessel filled with seawater. Thereafter, they were 

anaesthetized in a mixture of 1:9 of clove bud oil (Sigma-Aldrich) and ethanol in a 

concentration of 1mL per 1 Lt of seawater. Following that, the hagfishes were washed 

quickly, placed on a dissection board dried and a mild electrical stimulation was 

performed close to the ventral pores with a stimulation device (HPG1, Velleman 

Instruments, 80 Hz, 8 -18 V) in order for the exudate to be released. The secreted 

exudate was collected with a spatula, stabilized in a high osmolarity citrate/PIPES (CP) 

buffer solution (mucin “stock” solutions) and stored straightaway at 4oC.  The CP buffer 

comprised 0.1M PIPES (1, 4-Piperazinediethanesulfonic acid) from MERCK and 0.9M 

Sodium Citrate by SIGMA. For further enzymatic and bacterial stability 0.02%wt. sodium 

azide (NaN3) and 0.02%wt. SigmafastTM were added to a protein inhibitor cocktail by 

SIGMA. Finally, the fishes were transferred first to a recovery bath and finally back into 

the sea. It is important to mention that the high osmolarity buffer (CP) which contains 

polyvalent ions does not rupture the vesicles. Studies on vesicle membrane state that  

their membrane is impermeable to polyvalent ions [76]. 

 

4.2.2 Mucin-like glycoproteins isolation 

Since we are interested in studying the mucin vesicles, it is important to isolate the two 

proteins after collecting the stabilized exudate. According to the literature [65], [75], 

[77], in order to achieve this the exudate is centrifuged at ~ 10.000-16,000 rpm for 10-

5 min , respectively, at 10°C into 1.5 ml tubes. With this process samples are produced, 

which are separated into three distinct layers: the thread skeins, mucin vesicles and the 

natural supernatant of the slime, which is a clear fluid. After centrifugation, the natural 

supernatant from each sample was pipetted off using a micropipette and placed into 

clean Eppendorf tubes.  
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4.2.3 Slime sample preparation 

 

I. Fast network formation via sloshing  

To prepare hagfish slime from an already stabilized mucin vesicle stock solution,  the 

quantities needed to be added (for efficient gelation)  were based on an extended 

study discussed by Rementzi et al. [39], [66]. Mixing the original stock solutions with a 

micropipette was vital in order to ensure homogeneity and also re-disperse the vesicles 

in the CP buffer since they were settled at the bottom. After collecting the desired 

amount of mucin stock solution, Milli-Q was added and the mixture was sloshed gently 

8 times for the majority of the mucin vesicles to open and allow for a fast network 

formation. The number 8 is an empirical albeit effective protocol for this kind of sample 

preparation. Note that sloshing is important to be gentle since even mild agitation may 

collapse the system by thread association, as shown in Figure 4.2 (b). This protocol is 

sensitive and user-dependent, while an uncertainty pertains to whether all mucin 

vesicles have opened-up. Hagfish gel produced in this way could not be studied by 

oscillatory shear rheology due to very low signal (discussed below). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Fast hydrogel network formation by sloshing. (a) cartoon of the three-step formation process of forming 
the mucus gel via sloshing. Number 8 (times to slosh) is empirical but found to yield reliable samples. (b) Mucus gel 
can easily collapse if not handled gently. This photo is taken from L. Böni, PhD Thesis, 2018, ETH Zürich 
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II. Network formation via dialysis   

An alternate protocol for forming a mucin protein gel involves dialysis. In order to 

prepare the samples were used 25kDa dialysis films were used, as well as two plastic 

clumps for sealing the dialysis tubes both at the top and bottom side. The first step is 

to close the one end of the membrane and then add a small quantity (~100-200 μL) of 

mucin batch stock solution, which needs to be gently mixed with a micropipette in 

order to be homogenized, and then seal the other end of the dialysis tube. Rinsing with 

excess of Nanopure water and placing it into a beaker filled with Nanopure water (~2L) 

is the next step and is followed by covering with aluminum foil and placing in the fridge 

(4oC). The dialysis process lasts 3 days and the water needs to be renewed at least 3 

times per day. Each time one needs to change the Nanopure bath, rinse thoroughly 

both the beaker and the bag making sure one only touches the edges of the dialysis 

tube. Using this sample preparation protocol, it is possible to prepare comparatively 

large amounts of slime in a salt-free environment (ideally 0M). The sample after dialysis 

Figure 4.3: Schematic of the mucus network formation via dialysis protocol. (a) Equipment; (b) add stock; (c) start of 
dialysis (d) equilibrium state (vesicles swell and form network), a process performed multiple times; (e) when ready, 
we measure τhe mass and calculate concentration. 
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is released gently and placed in a new pre-weighted Eppendorf tube. This allows to 

estimate the water intake of the gel. This step was used for (approximately) estimating 

the concentration in mucin proteins forming a network. The following example explains 

the way to extract the final mucus concentration:  We know that the mass of mucin and 

water equals the mass of the actual mucus. Let’s assume that mucus mass is 1.0 g. 

Assuming further that its density is almost identical to that of water (1 g/ml) at room 

temperature, we estimate 1ml of mucus gel. If this final gel was originated from 100 μl 

of buffer solution with stabilized mucin vesicles introduced into the dialysis tube and 

the concentration of the stock solution was 15 mg/ml, then we can estimate the mass 

of mucin proteins. Hence, the final mucus concentration is 1.5 mg/1.0 ml =1.5 mg/ml. 

The preparation steps described above are illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

 

 

4.2.4 Additives 

 

I. Silica (SiO2) Nanoparticles. 

 

LUDOX®-TM50 from ALDRICH is a colloidal suspension of SNPs (average 

diameter stated in literature ~22-32 nm) dispersed in H2O. Colloidal silica is an 

aqueous suspension of particle size less than 20 nm, formed by polymerization 

of silicic acid from dissolved SiO2 and stabilized with Na+. Silica nanoparticles 

have both anionic and cationic sites on their surface which leads to an unstable 

system if not stabilized properly.  A schematic cartoon of a SiO2 particle with 

particular focus on surface sites is shown in Figure 4.4. The samples used for 

characterizing the silica filler were  0.5%wt SNPs in 0.01 M CaCl2 and 0.5%wt 

SNPs in 0.01M in KCl [78]  . The characterization study was performed with the 

Malvern ZetaSizer in order to obtain both their average size (d = 37.4 ± 8.7 nm; 

hence, quite polydisperse, about 25%) and zeta potential (-17.6 ± 1.2 mV). The ζ-

value was is indicative of a system in the unstable regime. The pH for both 
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samples was ~7.5 which is also very close to the isoelectric point of the mucin 

proteins [38]. 

 

 

 

II. Poly(Ethylene Oxide) (PEO) 

 

Poly (Ethylene Oxide) from SIGMA-ALDRICH, PEO-1 Mw = 2,000,000 g/mol and 

PEO-2 Mw = 8,000,000 g/mol) was mainly used to confirm our studies on DNs. 

Both PEO powders were dissolved in Milli-Q and two aqueous solutions 2%wt. 

(with PEO-1) and 0.4%wt. (with PEO-

2) were prepared. They were stored in 

the fridge and used as stock solutions. 

For the dissolution of the powders it 

was used a magnetic stirrer and they 

were stirred –not vigorously- until the 

solution was clear. PEO-1 solution 

was dissolved in about 72 hours 

Figure 4.4: Silica nanoparticle. The active sites on the surface could be either (i) Neutral (-OH) (ii) Anionic or 
proton donor site (O-) or (iii) Cationic or proton acceptor site (-OH2

+).  The final surface charge depends on the 
dispersed medium and the use of stabilizers. 

Figure 4.5: Chemical formula of PEO. 
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whereas PEO-2 in about a week since it has greater molecular weight. Its 

chemical backbone is shown in Figure 4.5.  

 

III. Poly(Vinyl Alcohol) - (PVA) 

 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a semicrystalline, hydrophilic, linear synthetic polymer 

which is synthesized by hydrolyzing polyvinyl acetate [79], [80]. For our study we 

used a PVA from VWR Chemicals with Mw = 115,000 g/mol and a degree of 

hydrolysis of ≥88%. For commercial grade PVA, a common polydispersity index 

range is 2-2.5. PVA powder was dissolved in Milli-Q and an aqueous solution of 

10%wt. was prepared and used as a stock solution. For sufficiently dissolving the 

PVA powder into water, it was necessary to raise the solution’s temperature to 

~70oC for 1 hour and then move to a cold plate while 

stirring at very low speed. Note that this is a very 

important step since PVA is a polymer that can form 

crystal regions which are undesirable. After about 

72 hours the solution was clear enough and there 

was not sight of any flake or powder residue. The 

solution was sealed during the entire process to 

prevent water evaporation. The chemical formula of 

PVA is shown in Figure 4.6 

 

IV. CARBOPOL®  

 

CARBOPOL®-ULTREZ 20 by Lubrizol, is a water-soluble polymer, used mainly as 

an emulsifying, stabilizing, suspending, thickening and gelling agent. 

CARBOPOL® belongs to the poly (acrylic acid) polymer family (Figure 4.7), 

however the exact chemical structure is not publically available. It is relatively 

easy to disperse in water because of its self-wetting properties. When dispersed 

it forms a microstructure that comprises swollen, elastic microsponge-like 

particles. A 10%wt. aqueous stock solution was made and stored in the fridge 

Figure 4.6 : Chemical formula of 
PVA 
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(T=4oC). Once again, before introducing such particles to our system is important 

to know a relative size of the particles and of course the zeta potential value. 

CARBOPOL® solutions of various concentrations were measured with the 

Malvern ZetaSizer. The approximate values are d = 150 nm and z = -35 mV. 

Evidently, the polydispersity of the system is substantial.  

 

V. Organosilica (MPTS) Nanoparticles 

 

Thiolated organosilica (MPTS) nanoparticles, or else mucoadhesive 

nanoparticles, are used as fillers that can bind with special cites of the mucin 

matrix [81], [82]. For  their synthesis , the protocol introduced by Irmukhavetova 

[81],[83] was used. In brief, 20ml of DMSO (SIGMA) were mixed with 0.5 mL of a 

0.5M NaOH aqueous solution (made out of NaOH pellets from SIGMA). When 

fully dissolved, 0.75mL of 3- Mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTS) by Alfa 

Aesar were added. The mixture was continuously stirred and ventilated for 24h 

at room temperature. The presence of oxygen is vital for the formation of sulfur 

bridges (Figure 4.8a). Next, the nanoparticle suspension was dialyzed with Milli-

Q water for 48hours (8 changes of 500mL Milli-Q). To this end, a dialysis 

membrane of 25kDa was used. Finally, the purified NPs suspension was stored 

in the fridge (T=4oC). Subsequent characterization revealed an average diameter 

of ~67 nm and a z-potential of about -50 mV, indicating a slightly repulsive yet 

stable suspension. All data collected are displayed in Figure 4.8 

Figure 4.7: Chemical formula of Poly (acrylic) Acid. Based on literature, it is the backbone of the industrial 
CARBOPOL®-ULTREZ 
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Figure 4.8: (a) MPTS Organosilica nanoparticle as sketched by Irmukhametova et.al, 2011. Circled with -- are the 

sulfide ends whereas with -- are highlighted some ionic sites that could cause destabilization. (b) Zeta-potential 
tests of the different samples. They are in the stable regime below -37mV. (c) Intensity Distribution of Sizes. (d) 
Size analysis.  
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          4.3 Concentration of stabilized mucin stock solutions 

Since we cannot have control over the amount of mucin vesicles for each sample it is 

important to determine the concentration of the mucin vesicles in each stock solution. 

For this reason, we used the concentration calibration curves proposed by Salo et al. 

[77] and later  Zurflüh, Böni and Rementzi et al. [34], [66], [84]. These curves are 

constructed by collecting the value of each UV measurement with a sample that was 

subsequently freeze-dried in order to measure the dry mass of the vesicles. Indeed, we 

can correlate the outcome of the UV-Vis tests at a wavelength of 350nm with the 

concentration of the solution through some calibration curves [77], [84], [85] shown 

also in Figure 4.9. In order to determine the actual concentration, one has to start from 

a fixed concentration in volume and then either increase or decrease the concentration 

linearly. In our case we always started with a concentration of 1% v/v and then 

decreased it to 0.5% v/v, 0.25% v/v and 0.125%v/v. More specifically, we first collected 

10μL of the stock solution, making sure that is well-mixed, and then added 990μL of CP 

buffer, reaching a total volume of 1 mL. Three different batches of each concentration 

Figure 4.9: Correlation curves from UV-Vis absorption measurements at wavelength of 350 nm with the dry weight 
mucin for concentration determination in mucin vesicles of the stock solutions. Salo: y = 0.396x, Zurflüh: y = 0.525x, 
Böni: y = 0.573x-0.003. 
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were prepared and the UV-Vis tests were performed at least 3 times to acquire reliable 

statistics. Based on Zurflüh’s study of a stock solution which we consider to be 100% 

[84] and by using equation 4.1 we can calculate the concentration in % v/v (cref):  

                                                                    𝑦 = 21.238𝑥 − 0.1528                                                                (4.1) 

Where y is cref and x is for absorption of the corresponding concentration. Finally, this 

value is used to extract the concentration of the mucin vesicles by using equation 4.2: 

                                                                  𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 =
𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑐𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠
∙ 2.6(

𝑚𝑔

𝑚𝐿
)                                                              (4.2) 

Where cvesicles is the concentration of the vesicles in the stock solution, cref the 

concentration determined from the calibration curve and cmeas the concentration 

determined from the 2.6 mg/mL stock standard solution curve (pink line, introduced by 

Böni, presented in Figure 4.9). Table 4.2 lists the so-determined concentration of 

vesicles in the solutions.  

Table 4.2 

Stock Solution Cvesicles (mg/mL) 

S1 8.2 

S2 2.6 

S3 12.5 

A 11.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.2: Mucin stock solutions and determined vesicles concentration determined through UV-Vis 

measurements analysis process. 
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Telechelic star polymers (TSPs) are star polymers with ionic groups at the chain ends [25], [26]. 

They are consisted of f diblock copolymer arms grafted on a common center through state-

of-the-art synthesis methods. Each diblock arm has a fraction α referring to the outer 

solvophobic monomers and (1-α) for the inner solvophilic. Hence, the arms of TSPs have a 

binary nature making them particularly sensitive to variations of the external conditions thus 

allowing each particle to self-assemble into a soft particle with attractive patches on its 

surface [86],[87].  In such a TSP system, is possible to cover the entire range of interactions, 

from purely repulsive to attractive soft colloids simply by changing the solvent quality.  There 

has been put a great effort to understand their organization mechanism through 

experiments[88]–[90], but it is mainly by simulation analysis [90], [91],[92] . To explicate, in 

solutions, the attractions between outer blocks become stronger upon worsening solvent 

quality, i.e. upon lowering temperature below the cloud point of the outer B-block, in our case 

Polystyrene. This, consequently, leads to the formation of sticky ends. The self-aggregating 

behavior of TSP solutions is dependent on mainly three factors; the functionality (f) of the 

stars, the block size ratio (α), and the attraction strength between the outer solvophobic 

blocks enhanced upon worsening solvent quality. In this chapter, we first address the effect 

of attraction strength and following to that effect of the attractive block fraction on the self-

organization of 3-arm Telechelic star polymers in dilute solutions.   

First, we focus on the simplest possible system, stars comprising of three asymmetric block 

copolymer arms, with solvophilic inner and solvophobic outer blocks. We start off by 

explaining the change of the structure at the single polymer level upon cooling. In particular, 

                                                           
1 This chapter is published as: E. Moghimi et al., ‘’Self-Organization and Flow of Low-Functionality Telechelic Star Polymers  
   with Varying Attraction’’, ACS Macro Lett., vol. 8, no. 7, pp. 766–772, 2019. 
 
2 This chapter is published as: E. Moghimi et al., “The influence of arm composition on the self-assembly of low-functionality  
   telechelic star polymers in dilute solutions,” Polym. Colloid Sci., 2020. 
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we consider a dilute solution (c=0.07c*) of a TSP with f = 3 and α (PS) = 0.23 (f3-N2, see Table 

4.1) at different temperatures. Fig.5.1a provides the hydrodynamics radius Rh associated with 

the fast process in the intermediate scattering functions (ISFs) in the dilute regime and 

calculated using the Stokes–Einstein-Sutherland relation, which effectively represents the 

size of a single freely moving molecule. As a direct comparison, in Fig.5.1b is shown the 

gyration radius of the star as obtained from DPD simulations at different values of the 

attraction coupling constant (λ). Remarkably, in both cases is observed a reduction of the 

molecule size upon cooling. Descriptive snapshots of the individual TSP before and after the 

shrinkage are given in Fig. 5.1(b) to further help visualizing and understanding the self-

assembly process. When the B-monomers, colored in red, are in a good solvent (i.e. for small 

values of λ), the star is open and the attraction between star arms is negligible. Upon 

worsening the solvent quality, solvophobic monomers first start to form short-lived patches 

(1 < λ < 2.5) that can be easily destroyed by thermal fluctuations. This ultimately leads to the 

collapse of a whole TSP with f = 3 into a watermelon-like structure (λ > 2.5) leading to a 

significant characteristic decrease of the star’s radius of gyration. The hydrodynamic radius of 

the single star, seems to follow the trend since it exhibits identical behavior upon cooling (size 

reduction for T below 30 °C) and is consistent with the self-assembly picture introduced above. 

Figure 5.1: Comparison between single star properties in experiments and simulations. (a) Hydrodynamics radius, Rh, 
extracted from the fast process in ISFs at c = 0.7c*. The dashed line is a guide to the eye. (b) Radius of gyration of a single 
three-arm Telechelic star with NA = 65 and NB = 3 as a function of the attraction parameter, λ. Insets illustrate typical 
conformations of the TSP at corresponding values of λ. Dotted horizontal lines in (a) and (b) correspond to the cloud point of 
the outer block. DPD simulation analysis was carried out from Christos Likos group, Universität Wien. 
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Furthermore, a more detailed examination of Figure 5.1 reveals that both in experiments and 

simulations the decrease in size of a single TSP occurs within a narrow region of temperatures 

and attraction strength. The ability of simulations to describe the experimental findings 

reliably gives confidence in using them as the main tool for exploring the parameter space, 

which is otherwise inaccessible experimentally. Note that the radius of gyration was too small 

to be probed by DLS; hence, the comparison will be made between experimental Rh and 

simulated Rg. The former, Rh, is an apparent size of the TSP and it is often assumed that 

Rh(T)/Rg(T) is a constant ratio; this is not strictly true because of the different origins of these 

quantities. Nevertheless, the existence of a transition temperature for the single TSP caused 

by interarm association is an apparent feature of both quantities. On that event, we then focus 

on how and if the fracture the outer PS-block has an effect on the dynamical relaxation of the 

system at low densities. For this reason we used as a model system the above-mentioned ,f3-

N2, and studied dilute solutions of 3 arm TSPs of different PS fractions and  molecular weight  

about 40,000 g/mol, f3-N4 with α(PS)=0.14 and α(PS)=0.33. More details about the systems 

are mentioned in Table 4.1. The single star hydrodynamic radius for all three systems are 

exhibited in Figure 5.2(a). One can see that despite the fact both TSPs have almost the same 

molecular weight, the difference in their size when in good solvent conditions, originates from 

the difference in the fraction of PS as explained in the following. The radius of gyration of a 

Figure 5.2: (a) the hydrodynamic radius, Rh, of individual TSPs in the dilute solution calculated from the fast process in the 
experimentally determined ISFs. (b), Rh normalized by its plateau value at high temperatures. The dashed lines serve as a 
guide to the eye. The black arrows indicate the cloud-points of inner PB and outer PS blocks. 
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star homopolymer in good solvent conditions is given by Rg ≈ κ(f)bNv, where ν=0.588, N is the 

number of Kuhn segments in a star, b is the size of a Kuhn segment, and κ(f) which dependents 

on the number of arms, is a numeric constant that takes into account the star functionality. 

Using the latter relation it can be found that the size of a star made of purely PB is about 65% 

larger compared to that made of purely PS, Rg
PB≈1.65 Rg

PS, given that their molecular weight 

is the same. Hence, it is expected that the increase in PS fraction reduces the size of a TSP. In 

order to safely compare the collapse for stars of different size, the TSP size was normalized 

by the plateau value of hydrodynamic radius at high temperatures. The TSP with a larger 

fraction of outer PS-blocks, α (PS) =0.33, shows the first-step reduction in size at higher 

temperatures and the second-step drop at slightly lower temperatures compared to the TSP 

with a smaller PS fraction, α (PS) =0.14 since we have a smaller incompatibility parameter in 

this case (χPS). However, in both stars the reduction in size is about 15% (see Figure 5.2(b)). 

Further insight, about their conformation when the outer B-block is in bad solvent was 

provided through particle dynamic simulation analysis by C. Likos et al. in Figure 5.3 , where 

we observe that a lower PS fraction leads to formation of smaller interpaticle patch which 

forms a less compact and less symmetrical particle [93]. In addition, in Figure 5.2 we show the 

results for a TSP with a smaller molecular weight (26,700 g/mol) with the outer PS-block 

fraction which is α (PS) = 0.23 between the other two aforementioned higher molecular 

weight TSPs. The main difference is that the TSP with the smaller molecular weight shows the 

decay in size at a much lower temperature compared to the other. Moreover, the decrease in 

size is also weaker, which could be attributed to the shorter length of its arms. In Figure 5.4, 

we show the experimental ISFs at a fixed wave vector, q=0.02475 nm-1, and various 

Figure 5.3: Characteristic TSP conformations with a= 0.1 (left) and a = 0.3 (right) at a high attraction strength. The simulated 

single stars have f = 3 arms of length N = 64 using a coarse-grained DPD model. B-monomers are blue, A –monomers are red, 

star centers are black. Solvent particles are not shown for clarity. 
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temperatures for the three samples. The reason that all ISFs at short times is well-below one 

is due to the fact that a part of scattered intensity originates from density   fluctuations   

associated   to   solvent   molecules.   If   the   scattered intensity was solely caused by TSPs, 

then ISF would start from one. The first correlogram, Fig 5.3(a), is for the one smaller 

molecular weight whereas 5.3(b) and 5.3(c) are the ISFs of the TSPs with comparable total 

Figure 5.4: Experimental Intermediate Scattering Functions [g2 (t)-1] upon increasing attraction strength via decreasing 

temperature for dilute solutions of 3-arm TSPs varying  the outer PS block fraction (a) f3-N2: Mw = 26,700 g/mol , a (PS) =0.23 

(b) f3-N4 : Mw= 40,500 g/mol a(PS)=0.14 , (b) f3-N6 : Mw=40,000 g/mol , a(PS)=0.33 

Figure 5.5: ISF (open symbols, left axis) and its corresponding relaxation times spectrum (closed symbols, right axis) deduced 

from the constrained regularization method for the TSPs with PS fractions of α (PS) = 0.14 (black squares) and 0.32 (red 

circles) at q = 0.02475 nm-1 for T = 60 °C (a) and T = 30 °C (b). 
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molecular weights but with distinct PS weight fractions. Despite that, the ISFs show two 

distinct trends upon changing temperature for all three cases. At high temperatures, the ISFs 

show a single exponential decay indicating the existence of individual stars in the solutions. 

However, when temperature is reduced below the θ-temperature of the outer-block, the ISF 

features a two-step decay which indicates the coexistence of two distinct populations in the 

system. The first decay (fast process) in the ISF is similar to the one observed at high 

temperatures and hence represents the individual stars in solution. On the other hand, the 

second decay (slow process) taking place at longer times suggests the presence of larger 

aggregates (clusters of TSPs). The slow process becomes more pronounced as temperature is 

decreased. The two-step relaxation of the dynamics indicates the coexistence of clusters 

(represented by a slow process) and single TSPs (fast process). The CONTIN analysis of ISFs 

exhibits two well-separated peaks in the relaxation spectrum, which represent the relaxation 

times of single stars and clusters. The corresponding relaxation times are used to calculate 

the diffusion coefficient and, subsequently, the hydrodynamic radius of a single TSP and 

clusters using the Stokes–Einstein-Sutherland relation the relaxation spectrum is calculated 

from the inverse Laplace transformation of the ISF using the constraint regularized method 

[43].  Typical results of such analysis for the TSPs with two different PS fractions at T = 60 °C 

and 30 °C are shown in Figure 5.5. The relaxation spectrum at 60 °C shows a single peak, which 

Figure 5.6: (a) The hydrodynamic radius, Rh, of clusters extracted from the slow process in the experimental ISFs. (b) The ratio 

of Rh to the number density n of TSPs in the solution. The black arrow indicates the cloud-point of inner PB blocks. 
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is rather sharp. In Figure 5.6, we present the temperature dependence of clusters’ for the Rh 

systems of TSPs with the same molecular weight but two different PS fractions. In both TSPs, 

the cluster size shrinks on cooling. This we can explain as, for lower attraction strength the 

stars start organizing into micelles in a way that the solvophobic B-blocks assemble a micellar 

core and the A-block make a solvophilic corona. Upon decrease temperature this core 

becomes denser in order to expel the solvent molecules so we have actually less TSPs that can 

participate in a micelle. So we end up having smaller yet more micelles. Nevertheless, the 

interconnectivity between the different micelles is increasing in a way that they can start 

forming a percolated networkHowever, a slight but consistent increase in the cluster size is 

observed when temperature is further reduced below the cloud-point of the inner PB-block. 

Moreover, the hydrodynamic cluster size does not show change with the fraction of outer PS 

block. However, the smaller molecular weight TSP shows a cluster size that is nearly three 

times larger. This could be due to a higher concentration of TSPs. To rule out the effect of 

concentration, we have normalized the cluster size by the number density of TSPs in solution. 

The number density takes into account for the number of stickers available in the solution 

(see Figure 5.6b). With such normalization, the difference in cluster size between different 

TSPs are reduced to a great extent. The minor differences could originate from the complex 

nature of self-organization of TSPs due to differences in their molecular characteristics.  
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TSPs with low functionality (f < 5) are known to collapse into a watermelon structures in dilute 

solution, with one single patch on the surface of the particle[86]. We provided experimental 

evidence for this in Chapter 5, by presenting data for various 3-arm TSPs. However, 

simulations suggests that when the number of d arms increases, more complex structures  are 

Figure 6.1: Experimental Intermediate Scattering Functions (ISFs) upon increasing attraction strength via decreasing 
temperature of the solutions of a 16-arm TSPs with α (PS) block fraction of 0.49 and Mw

star= 835,200 g/mol varying the %wt. 
concentration (a) 2.7%wt. (b) 2.0%wt. , (b) 1.5%wt. , (d) 1.0%wt. 
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formed [94].  TSPs self-assemble in different structures due to the competition between 

enthalpic attraction amongst the solvophobic tails of the f arms and the entropic self-avoid 

repulsion of the inner part. Concerning the role of f on the self-organization into different 

micellar aggregates, simulations reveal the formation of soft patchy particles with the number 

of patches depending on f and the strength of attraction fraction of solvophobic groups [95]. 

In this chapter we investigate two different 16-arm telechelic star polymers of relatively high 

Mw which vary their outer B-block fraction; (i) f16-S1 with α (PS)=0.49 and Mw
star=835,200 

g/mol, (ii) f16-S2 with α(PS)=0.25 and Mw
star=996,400 g/mol.  Details about the samples can be 

found in Table 4.1.  

In Figure 6.1, we show the experimental ISFs at a fixed scattering wave vector and various 

temperatures for sample f6-S1, with 16 arms and PS fraction 0.5 and different concentrations, 

varying from 2.7%wt to 1.0%wt. One can appreciate qualitative differences in the trend of 

 

Figure 6.2 : Experimental Intermediate Scattering Functions (ISFs) at fixed wave vector upon increasing attraction strength 
via decreasing temperature for solutions of a 16-arm TSPs with α (PS) block fraction of 0.49 and Mwstar= 835,200 g/mol varying 
the %wt. concentration (a) T=60oC, athermal state for both A and B-monomers. (b) T=25oC, poor solvent for outer B-block. 
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cluster formation compared to 3-arm TSPs, presumably because intra molecular interactions 

are promoted when f increases. For the two comparatively highest concentrations 

(2.7%wt.and 2.0%wt.) an inherent slow mode appears even at high temperatures, but it does 

not seem to be a distinct indication of aggregation due to attractions between the sticky ends.  

Accounting for the effect of temperature variation on solvent viscosity, the data collapse at 

all temperatures, except for those below 30oC (see Figure AI.1)   Also, the intercept of the ISF 

(at short times) is increasing with concentration at high temperatures, due to the fact that the 

scattering intensity originating from density fluctuations associated to solvent molecules is 

minimized because of greater number density in polymer stars. To further justify this, we 

present in Figure 6.2 the ISFs collected for all concentrations at high temperature, where both 

blocks are in good solvent conditions. The respective presentation at a lower temperature is 

depicted in Figure 6.2(b), where high attraction strength reflects the reduced solvent quality 

for the outer B-monomers. The extracted Rh values of the fast mode for 2.7%wt are much 

Figure 6.3: Hydrodynamic radius extracted from experimental ISFs for 16 arm TSP with α (PS) =0.49 and Mw=835,200 g/mol. 

Data for four different concentrations are shown. 
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smaller compared to lower concentrations and upon diluting the size they increase 

systematically (Figure 6.3). This could be attributed to steric restrictions caused by adjacent 

stars which influence the (inter- and intra-star) associations. Interestingly, we observe no 

decrease upon cooling. In the very dilute regime, where in principle single TSP’s cannot feel 

each other, self-assembly is manifested by the formation of patches [96], [97],[95]. It is 

possible that is absence in size reduction reflects the inter- and intra-star interactions (we 

never have a single star) and the size extracted is a mean value, with small changes in the order 

of 10%  not being discerned. In addition the actual hydrodynamic radius increases for 

temperature below 20oC which is the region where both A and B blocks are in bad solvent 

conditions. This we explain as a result of two or more stars aggregating. We studied in chapter 

5 the effect of different outer B block fraction for 3 arm TSPs in dilute regime. Overall, we 

show that higher PS fractions yield smaller Rh sizes. Moreover, the characteristic decrease in 

size for lower α (PS) was shifting to lower temperatures. Moreover, the ISFs exhibit a very 

similar behavior with a slow mode appearing when the temperature is decreasing. Figure 6.4 

Figure 6.4: Experimental Intermediate Scattering Functions (ISFs) upon increasing attraction strength via decreasing 
temperature for solutions of a 16-arm TSPs with α (PS) block fraction of 0.25 and Mw

star= 915,000 g/mol varying the %wt. 

concentration (a) 1.0%wt. , (b) 1.0%wt. 
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depicts the ISFs of two solutions at different concentrations (1.4% and 1.0%wt.) for a 16-arm 

TSP with α (PS) = 0.25. Interestingly, we see a slow mode when the solvent deteriorates, which 

appears to be very broad, hinting at the formation of a network. Note that we have similar 

average molecular weight in the two 16-arm TSPs, however we probe a clear two-step decay 

for lower concentration only in one case, where the outer B-block fraction is less. What is 

remarkable is that the cluster formation is observed at high temperatures above the cloud 

point of the outer B-block. A tentative explanation could be associated to the much higher 

molecular weight both per arm and per star and the consequent change in solvent quality 

(compare also to the analogous 3-arm TSPs).  To extract the hydrodynamic sizes of the two 

processes, i.e., individual TSPs and clusters, we used the CONTIN analysis. At high 

temperatures, for 1.4%wt., Rh ≈ 18 ± 2 nm and for 1.0%wt, Rh ≈ 20 ± 1.4 nm (see Figure 6.5). 

Compared to the findings for size of the single TSP with higher PS fraction, we see that the 

Figure 6.5: The hydrodynamic radius, Rh, of single stars extracted from the fast process in the experimental ISFs for a16 arm 
TSP with PS fraction of 0.29. 
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size is larger when the polystyrene fraction is greater. The radius of gyration of the 

polystyrene outer blocks is expanded to approximately the same size as the whole 

macromolecule while that of the polyisoprene inner segment assumes the dimensions of a 

homo-polyisoprene star of equivalent molecular weight and functionality [98],[99]. So, the 

greater the PS fraction, the greater the size. This is in agreement with the results of the same 

study on lower functionality telechelic stars discussed in Chapter 5. However, we only see a 

decrease of the size in the case of 0.3 PS which much steeper in the case of 1.4%wt. (~30%) 

compared to 1%wt. (~10%). Furthermore, a second decrease of the single-TSP Rh occurs at 

temperatures below the θ-temperature of the inner block for the lower PS fraction (0.25), in 

contrast to the higher one (0.49) . This is attributed to the intramolecular interactions since 

the solvent quality becomes worse for almost half of the TSP, leading in to collapse into a 

patchy watermelon structure. Data for the slow modes are not discussed here, yet are shown 

in the supplementary information (Figure AI.2); they require further quantitative analysis in 

the future. 
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As detailed in chapters 5 and 6, exposing TSPs to a selective solvent for the inner block, leads 

to an interplay between inter- versus intra-star associations which provides a rich and tunable 

behavior already in dilute solutions. For example, the experiments performed for dilute 

solutions of 3-arm TSPs provide insights for fine tuning the self-assembly into micelle 

aggregates and percolated networks. The latter reflects enhanced micellar interconnectivity. 

On the other hand, TSPs of higher functionality and high PS fraction do not show evidence of 

a distinct slow mode. This triggers further investigations. In this chapter we discuss the self-

organization and dynamics of stars of diblock-co-polymer arms consisting of polyisoprene (PI) 

outer and polystyrene (PS) inner blocks, dissolved 1-phenyldodecane which is selective for the 

outer block. Two different diblock-co-polymer stars were studied; (i) sample f6-inv in Table 4.1 

with inner block fraction of α(PS)=0.49, functionality of 6 arms and Mw
star=270,000 g/mol;  (ii) 

Figure 7.1: Experimental Intermediate Scattering Functions  upon increasing attraction strength via decreasing temperature 

for dilute solutions of 6-arm Diblock copolymer (f6-inv) star in selective solvent to outer block, at  varying concentrations (a) 

c = 0.071c* (b) c = 0.017c* (c)c = 0.013c* 
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sample f16-inv with α(PS)=0.50, functionality of 16 arms and Mw
star=816,000 g/mol. The 

sample preparation protocol of previous chapter. All concentrations investigated are in dilute 

regime. Note that c* is calculated using the Rh value of the single star at high temperatures. 

The ISFs show two distinct trends upon changing temperature (see Figure 7.1). At high 

temperatures, there is a single exponential decay that indicates the existence of individual 

stars in solution. However, when the temperature is reduced below the θ-temperature 

(~52.5oC) of the inner-block, the ISF features a two-step decay which indicates coexistence of 

two distinct populations in the system. The first decay (fast process) in the ISF is similar to the 

one observed at high temperatures and hence represents the individual stars in solution. On 

the other hand, the second slow decay (slow process) reflects the presence of large 

aggregates (clusters of TSPs). The slow process becomes more pronounced as the 

temperature is decreased further. This trend is almost identical to what we have observed so 

far in the case of TSPs. However, in this case when we are below the θ-point for the outer 

block, so the star is in bad solvent conditions for both blocks, instead of noticing a broadening 

of the slow mode and distinctive increase of the intercept value (as in TSPs), we barely see any 

change. The CONTIN algorithm [57], [100]  was used to extract the relaxation time, hence the 

Figure 7.2: (a) The hydrodynamic radius, Rh, extracted from the fast process of the experimental ISFs for three 

concentrations of the 6-arm star in selective solvent for the outer block. (b) The Rh normalized by its plateau value at high 

temperatures.  
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hydrodynamic radius, of each decay. Figure 7.2 depicts results for the fast mode. To start with, 

for all three concentrations a step decrease of size is observed when we pass over the θ-

temperature of PS (inner block). We believe that upon worsening the solvent for the inner 

block, the solvophilic hairy corona acts as a protecting shield and the solvophobic core that 

shrinks leading to a size decrease [101]. Evidently, the single molecular morphology of the 

(BA)n star-block copolymer is very similar to the micelle self-assembled by linear AB diblock 

copolymers, yet in the case of infinite dilution unimolecular micelles are formed. Despite that, 

there is a slight increase of the Rh value upon decreasing concentration when we normalized 

with the Rh value that corresponds to the high temperature plateau, all appear to have the 

same relative decrease (~13.0%), see Figure 7.2(b). Compared with the findings of Chapters 5 

and 6 for TSPs, there is no formation of various patches because there are no sticky ends. 

Sheng and coworkers  nicely confirm this via particle dynamics simulation analysis [102]. An 

illustration for comparison of such 5 arm diblock-co-polymer stars (AB)n and (BA)n can be 

found in the supplementary information (see Figure AI.3). This may affect the actual self-

assembly mechanism. Indeed, in Figure 7.3 we show the hydrodynamic radius associated with 

the slow mode of the experimental ISFs, where one may observe that even though all three 

concentrations start off with a decreasing tendency for Rh, after a certain temperature it 

Figure 7.3: (a) The hydrodynamic radius, Rh, of clusters extracted from the slow process of the experimental ISFs. (b) The Rh 

scaled by its value at the temperature value when the plateau first appears. The dashed lines are a guide for the eye. 
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reaches a plateau value. When shifted by the temperature where this plateau first appears, 

we see that the plateau value is the always same (~100 nm). The only thing changing is actually 

the slope, i.e., the transition to the plateau value. Note that this effect could be due to 

saturation of the number of stars that could organize per micelle.[102], [103] Estimating Rh 

to be around 7.0 nm, we can calculate that approximately fifteen stars are organized into a 

micelle. So once this limit is reached, the micelles don’t grow further in size, instead more 

micelles formed. Further, we compare a dilute solution of 16-arm diblock-copolymer star (PS-

b-PI) in selective solvent for the outer polyisoprene block, having nearly the same fraction and 

very similar molecular weight with the 16-arm TSP (selective solvent for inner block) from 

chapter 6. Experimental ISFs upon increasing attraction strength by decreasing temperature 

are presented for two different concentrations in Figure 7.4. For clarity of presentation, we 

plot only three temperatures representing good solvent conditions (T=60oC), selective for 

outer block (T=40oC) and bad solvent for both blocks (T=20oC). Even though the appearance 

Figure 7.4: Experimental Intermediate Scattering Functions [g2 (t)-1] upon increasing attraction strength via decreasing 

temperature for dilute solutions of 16-arm Diblock copolymer (f16-inv) in selective solvent for the outer block of two 

different concentrations. The closed symbols are for c = 0.071c* and the open symbols are c = 0.017c*. 
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of a second mode indicating a bigger population is rather obvious in the case of c=0.071c*, 

when moving towards infinite dilution (c=0.017c*) it fades out. We then analyze the ISFs to 

get information about the hydrodynamic sizes of both populations. Figure 7.5 depicts the Rh 

extracted from the fast mode. Is clear that once again we observe a small size reduction due 

to shrinkage of the solvophobic core. This however is not the case for the concentration of 

0.017c*. Data collected for this sample are much more scattered and the overall size we get is 

higher, however stars in selective solvent seem to have smaller sizes, as also observed in 

simulation studies. For clarity and better comparison with the previous 16-arm TSPs, we 

normalized the Rh with its value at high temperature (see Figure 7.5(b)).  Remarkably, for the 

TSP case mentioned in Chapter 5, where there is local intra-particle aggregation, no size drop 

was observed whatsoever at single molecular level (fast mode).  Helpful insights were 

provided by coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations performed in the group of Prof. 

C. N.Likos that a drop of size on cooling is evident for both types of f=16 stars (see Figure 

7.6).This appears to Remarkably, at the reverse case mentioned in Chapter 5, where there is 

local intra-particle aggregation happening, no size drop was shown whatsoever at single 

Figure 7.5: (a) The hydrodynamic radius, Rh, extracted from the fast process in the experimental ISFs for two concentrations 

of the 16 arm star in selective solvent for the outer block. (b) Rh normalized by its plateau value at high temperatures. 

Concentrations of c = 0.071c* and c = 0.017c* are presented. 
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molecular level.  Helpful insight was provided from molecular DP simulations performed by C. 

Likos group at the same molecules, show that a drop of size on cooling is evident for both 

types of f=16 (see Figure 7.6).This appears to contradict the experimental data provided when 

PS is outside.  The main reason for discrepancy is that the simulations are coarse-grained and 

not atomistic so is not an exact copy of the star molecule. In addition, simulations are for a 

single star in a box whereas in our case the molecular study is inside a dilute solution. At last, 

simulation analysis accounts only for a theta point of only for B-block or else PS.  At this 

instant, all inner B-blocks of the star form a solvophobic core since they are relatively large in 

length. However, the outer, solvophilic A-blocks give rise to a shell of hairy arm. This offers 

steric protection and prevents the contact between two B-block cores.  To a first approach, 

the effective interaction potential between two such stars is repulsive and consequently the 

size should remain constant up to the point where the temperature is reduced below the θ-

point of the outer block. Since the solvents becomes less favorable for A, the interactions 

between A-A blocks are more attractive. Representative snapshots from simulations are 

presented in the inset of Figure 7.6. Figure 7.7 depicts the temperature-dependent Rh data 

Figure 7.6: Single star size as a function of monomer-solvent interactions for different architectures. Rg of a single star with 
(B–A) 16 (blue line) and (A–B)16 (red line) architecture for different solvent qualities. B blocks are subject to different solvent 

conditions and the solvent quality is controlled by varying χBS (Flory-Huggins parameter between B block and solvent 

molecules). As a reference point, B is correlated to PS and A to PI monomers. σ is for the size of the monomer that they 
account the same. This plot is reproduced without permission from simulation analysis of Iurii Chubak, University of Vienna. 
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for the clusters associated with the slow mode. For the slightly more concentrated system the 

initial value of around 350 nm gradually drops to sizes around 200 nm. Still, for the more dilute 

case, we always obtain a steady value around 150 nm. Is very important to highlight that all 

experiments were performed at an equilibrium state. Interestingly, the TSPs reached this 

state very fast especially when compared with the inverse system which could take up to 12 

hours to equilibrate. Simulation snapshots for both cases are presented in appendix I (Figure 

AI.4). 

 

 

 

  

Figure 7.7: The hydrodynamic radius, Rh, of the clusters extracted from the slow process in the experimental ISFs for two 

concentrations of the 16-arm star with selective solvent for the outer block. Data for concentrations of c = 0.071c* and c = 

0.017c* are presented. 
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In this chapter, we examine different approaches to reinforce (i.e., improve the mechanical 

properties) of the major component of hagfish slime, the mucin proteins originated from 

gland mucous cells. Mucin proteins make a highly elastic mucus hydrogel. Its viscoelastic 

character is derived from the interactions which are believed to be mostly of hydrophobic and 

electrostatic origin. We recall that the leading part of the protein backbone is a polypeptide 

decorated with oligosaccharide side-chains and is known to be anionic because of the 

existence of terminal carboxyl groups that participate in repulsive electrostatic interactions. 

Moreover, some peptide residues , i.e. proline,  give rise to hydrophobic interactions in the 

system, whereas cysteine-rich domains act as disulfide bonding sites [16], [17], [104]. All these 

parameters which strongly affect the final material properties are not easily controlled. With 

this in mind, we as address here the challenge to make this hydrogel more robust and 

essentially improve its mechanical performance. Adding composites with filler nanoparticles 

is one of the traditional approaches to toughen elastomers. Inspired by its nature and the 

original mechanism of the slime hydrogel formation, we attempted a different approach, i.e., 

the mechanical reinforcement via interpenetrating networks. The sample preparation 

protocol we followed for forming all mucus gels characterized with capillary break-up 

extensional rheology is the fast network formation via sloshing (see 4.2.3, section I.), while 

additives were introduced into the system after gelation. We also present data obtained by 

small-amplitude oscillatory shear rheology. For the experiments, the mucin hydrogel was 

formed via the dialysis protocol as presented in part 4.2.3, section II. We chose to use this 

method since due of ion screening there is more water intake and we can produce larger 

amounts. This is very useful for conventional rheology where it was needed around 1 mL of 

sample for the geometry we used was necessary for measurements. The larger fraction of 

these studies took place in ETH Zürich at the Department for Health Sciences and Technology 

under the supervision of Prof. Peter Fischer. 
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8.1 Addition of Silica Nanoparticles 

We incorporated silica nanoparticles into hagfish mucus hydrogels with two different 

ways (Fig.AII.1).  SiO2 nanoparticles (SNPs) were originally expected to be very 

promising since they are typically widely used in biological applications due to their 

excellent biocompatibility, low toxicity, thermal stability and, importantly, easy large-

scale synthetic route. However, as soon as the SNPs came in contact with the mucin 

network, the collapsed and phase-separated. Visual observations indicate a transition 

from originally a transparent gel to a milky, tacky and gummy-like sample (Fig.AII.1). 

Regardless of that, we tested its response with CaBER but not surprisingly no capillary 

filament formation was possible, and a breakage occurs whilst the two plates separate 

(Figure 8.1). We attribute this response to the way by which the anionic charges (COO-

) at the backbone of mucin proteins are affected by the anionic sites (O-), yielding an 

instant network collapse. This triggered an attempt to dissolve the SNPs in a selection 

of dispersing media where the type of ions in the solution and the salinity of the 

medium were varied, hence altering their pH and ionic strength. Some combinations 

Figure 8.1: CaBER tests on (a) Hagfish slime without additives and (b) when 10% SNPs were added to the same sample. In the first case 
we have a normal response of capillary breaking with tbr=0.15 s, whereas in the second case there is a ‘snap’ during strike time and an 
apparent capillary break at 0.04 s. Both graphs are in Lin-Lin scale for clarity. 
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tried e.g., artificial sea water) led to an unstable suspension. Next, adding 0.1M HCl, a 

proton donor, and making the system acidic seemed to stabilize the suspension (which 

has very low pH value, suggesting that we are far from the isoelectric point of the mucin 

protein). This approach was suggested by Sofla and coworkers [105], [106].  All pH 

measurements were performed the pH meter 780 by Metrohm. The next step involved 

incorporation of the stabilized suspensions to the mucus hydrogel (0.1mg/mL). 

However, phase separation was again observed and no capillary filament could be 

formed. An example of the mucin gel before and after the addition of silica 

nanoparticles is shown in Figure 8.2 showing clear phase separation. Finally, TWEEN®-

20 was used as an alternative. It is known to have a positive effect in stabilizing porcine 

intestinal mucin  [107]. Despite our effort to make silica nanoparticles work, none of 

the aspects we tried was efficient. 

 

8.2 Addition of CARBOPOL® Nanoparticles 

As we saw earlier adding silica nanoparticles did not work as reinforcing additives, 

probably due to their charged surface area, which leads to  agglomeration of mucin 

proteins  [108]. This is because positively charged particles act as cross-linkers to mucin 

gels. We know already that Ca2+ cations have a gelling effect in mucin gels [37], [39]. 

This triggered the need to find efficient alternative non-metallic nanoparticle.  We 

Figure 8.2: (a) Pure hagfish mucus hydrogel before the addition of SNPs (b) after the addition of the stabilized SNPs suspension with 

0.1M HCl. The white region is the collapsed network that is phase separated.  
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chose to use CARBOPOL®, a water soluble polymer, mostly used as an emulsifying, 

thickening and gelling agent. It is essentially a carbomer of high molecular weight cross-

linked polyacrylic acid polymers. Carbomers have a carbohydrate backbone and –COOH 

sides, so when introduced into hagfish slime most probably they should interact with 

the anionic sites of mucin glycol proteins, primarily through hydrogen bonding.  

However, since we don’t know neither the exact chemical structure of CARBOPOL®, 

nor the exact form of mucin-like glycoproteins, it is not possible to reach definite 

conclusions. We prepared a control sample, a pure mucus gel with a concentration in 

mucin vesicles of 1.58mg/mL. To this sample we added the CARBOPOL® aqueous 

solution by gently mixing, and then tested it with CaBER. The amount of the additive 

nanoparticle was gradually increased up to the point where the capillary was not 

breaking even after 120 seconds. In Figure 8.3 the extensional data of different samples 

Figure 8.3: Capillary Break-up Extensional Tests on hagfish gels composites where CARBOPOL® nanoparticles where 
used as additives. As a reference, the pure mucus gel is used. The estimated concentration is cmucin = 1.58 mg/mL.  
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tested are depicted. Note that for the largest concentration of CARBOPOL® a shorter 

test time window as used in order to better visualize and comparison between various 

data curves. We consider them to be space-filling particles which increase the elastic 

modulus of the network by increase of the volume fraction (akin to Guth-Gold effect 

[109]). In addition, the interfacial area between the nanofillers and the polymer affects 

the properties of the composite [110], [111].    This mechanism seems to be at work in 

the present case of mucus gel. However, it is known from the literature [66], and 

confirmed by our experiments, that the mucus hydrogel is not stable over time, as it 

undergoes significant weakening. This was also the case even when the carbomer fillers 

were used. To obtain more insights, we further characterized the effect of carbomer 

Figure 8.4:  Oscillatory shear rheometry for two different concentrations of CARBOPOL® nanofiller, 17 mg/mL (top) 
and 25 mg/mL (bottom). Closed symbols represent the storage modulus G’ whereas open symbols the loss modulus 
G’’. Lines indicate creep experiments converted into viscoelastic moduli. 
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nanofillers by means of small-amplitude oscillatory shear rheology (SAOS). In Figure 8.4 

we show dynamic strain sweeps and dynamic frequency spectra complemented by 

creep tests for a mucus gel of about 0.4mg/mL. We know from previous works [34], 

[39], [66] that this concentration of mucin proteins corresponds to a storage modulus 

of about 0.05 Pa. For consistency, we have also tested the response of a mucus gel of 

0.65 mg/mL and our findings match with the ones reported in the literature (see Figure 

AII.2). We chose to study the linear rheology only for concentrations of the additive 

that effectively improved the mechanical stability in CaBER tests (17mg/mL and 25 

mg/mL). We show here characteristic data curves of two different time periods; (i) after 

2 hours from loading and (ii) after 72 hours from loading the sample. One can clearly 

see that for both concentrations the storage moduli appears to be much higher 

compared to the pure mucus hydrogel, yet in both cases the sample weakens over time. 

Regarding the 17mg/mL, G’ is about 1 Pa whereas for the 25mg/mL about 4 Pa when 

first tested after an equilibration of 2 hours, but it drops to 0.3  Pa  and 1 Pa, 

respectively, after 72 hours. Further, when comparing the dynamic strain sweeps 

(Figure 8.4 (a) and (c)), we observe that the linear region is shifted towards lower strain 

amplitudes with time. Moreover, in the case of 17 mg/mL the drop is steeper, whereas 

for 25 mg/mL it is a 2-step drop. This could reflect a first relaxation of CARBOPOL® 

particles and later on of the gel. Finally, we only observe a low-frequency moduli 

crossover for the 25 mg/mL after 2 hours at about 10-4 rad/s, which could be a potential 

effect of the nanoparticles not being completely dispersed and homogenized in the gel 

at this relatively high number density. 
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8.3 Addition of Organosilica (MPTS) Nanoparticles 

The next step was to embed the thiolated organosilica (MPTS) nanoparticles into the 

mucus hydrogel. Organosilica nanoparticles made out 

of MPTS [81], [112] which are not hard spheres, have 

been tested and characterized as mucoadhesive 

agents[81], [82]. Their adhesive character derives from 

disulfide bonding between their –SH ends and 

cysteine domains. For their characterization, aqueous 

suspensions of MPTS particles were prepared and 

both their zeta-potential and size were measured (see 

Chapter 4).  All values obtained are a close agreement 

with the literature [113]. When we tested their 

Figure 8.6: Capillary Break-up Extensional Tests on hagfish gel composites based on nanoparticle additives made of 
thiolated organosilica (MPTS). For reference, the pure mucus gel used. The estimated concentration is cmucin = 1.52 
mg/mL.  

Figure 8.5: Mucus hydrogel after the 
addition of MPTS nanoparticles (1.20 
mg/mL). 
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interactions with mucin proteins, we observed that when their concentration increased, 

some flaky regions appeared, however no phase separation was observed visually 

(Figure 8.5). We have noted that, the more organosilica particles we add the more these 

domains grow, so we have decided to work with very small nanoparticle concentrations. 

This could be attributed to possible hydrophobic interactions between the hydrophobic 

regions of the backbone (COO-) and exposed negative sites of the MPTS body (O-). This 

is similar to the collapse mechanism of the SiO2 described earlier.  Nonetheless, the 

effect of these organosilica nanoparticles is undoubtedly exceptional since we manage 

Figure 8.7: Oscillatory shear rheometry for two different concentrations of organosilica (MPTS) - mucin 
nanocomposite, 2 mg/mL (top) and 3 mg/mL (bottom). Closed symbols represent the storage modulus G’ whereas 
open symbols the loss modulus G’’. Lines represent creep experiments converted into moduli. 
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to reach a state where the mucin behaves like an adhesive. This is presented in the inset 

of Figure 8.6, where the two plates are separated at maximum distance (~30cm) and 

the sample holds very firmly and does not break. The increase in modulus was due to 

the enhanced interactions, i.e., hydrogen bonding, disulfide bonding between the 

nanoparticles and the mucin matrix. This restricts the segmental motion at the MPTS 

NPs/mucin interface. In addition, the –S-S- bridges are a result of chemical modification 

of the mucin network, yielding a denser system with reduced mobility of chains. In 

general, crosslinks form a more rigid, non-flowing network when compared to 

conventional (physical) entanglements.  Even thought we did not have the same 

quantitative effect in shear, it is evident that this mucin nanocomposites system is very 

stable over time, especially for 3 mg/mL of MPTS nanofillers (Figure 8.7).  The lower 

concentration does not seem to further strengthen the hydrogel and the plateau 

modulus has values ~0.05Pa, very close to the one of the mucus gel and at the 

resolution limit of the rheometer. Nevertheless it really improves its stability over time 

since the slime without additives becomes completely liquid-like in one day (see Figure 

Figure 8.8: Nanocomposites of mucus hydrogel (0.5 mg/mL) with embedded organosilica nanoparticles: (i) 5mg/mL 
–left and (ii) 3mg/mL –right. The red box highlights the phase separated mucin. However, both samples have 
heterogeneities. 
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S2.2 (a)). As for the higher concentration, the plateau G’ value is remarkably greater, at 

values around 5 Pa. Regarding dynamic strain sweeps (Figure 8.7(a) and (c)), for the 

lowest amount of MPTS particles we see no transition to the nonlinear viscoelastic 

region but for the case of 3 mg/mL MPTS this transition is very clear. Indeed, at high 

strain values the G’’ reaches a maximum and then we observe a crossover. After this 

point both moduli decrease and the slopes modulus for G’ is around 2 whereas for G” 

around 1 indicative for transition of jammed systems [114].   As mentioned earlier, the 

more we increased the concentration, the flakes become more evident and growing in 

size, and at around 5 mg/mL the system phase separates (Figure 8.7) and of course we 

could not load it in order to test it. This sets the upper limit in concentration. 

 

8.4 Interpenetrating Networks – Addition of PVA 

Interpenetrating networks are known to have a strengthening effect [115][43]. Double 

network gels (DNs) are novel materials having both high water content and high 

mechanical strength [42], [43], [49]. DN gels are characterized by a two-component 

polymeric network; the minor is a highly crosslinked polyelectrolyte polymer chain 

which forms the rigid skeleton and is the part that strengthens the system, whereas the 

other one is a network formed by poorly crosslinked neutral polymers which are not 

fully stretched. When this DN system is subjected to elongation, the weak component 

uncoils and provides a ‘hidden’ length in the network, making it highly elastic. This is 

known as the ductile compound. It was highlighted earlier that mucin-like glycoproteins 

are charged and thus build a polyelectrolyte network which is more brittle and less 

elastic than the original hagfish slime. Poly (Ethylene Oxide) is a polymer that can be 

easily dissolved with various salts making it sensitive to charges [116].  Poly (Vinyl 

Acetate), on the other hand, is a purely neutral polymer. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a 

hydrophilic, biodegradable, non-toxic, semi-crystalline polymer with a wide array of 

commercial uses. The physical hydrogel of PVA, which is biocompatible and has good 

mechanical properties [80], [117], [118], is an excellent candidate to be combined with 

other chemically cross-linked polymer hydrogels. Moreover, PVA can behave like a 
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hydrogel due to crystalline micro-domains and extensive interchain H-bonding 

between its hydroxyl side groups.  To justify the double network effect, we tested both 

PVA and PEO solutions. Despite the fact that the interaction with the mucin matrix was 

weak in both cases, we only have a noteworthy enhancement when PVA solution is 

introduced. For this reason, we only proceeded on testing with CaBER mucus/PVA 

mixtures and explored the effects of different amounts of the latter.  We prepared 

samples with different PVA concentration but identical amount of mucin vesicles 

(1.58mg/mL). It was observed that even low quantities of PVA could enhance the 

mechanical properties of the mucus gel.  When the amount of PVA-solution was further 

increased to 12 mg/mL, the final composite appeared to be weaker, however it formed 

Figure 8.9: Capillary Break-up Extensional Tests with hagfish gel nanocomposites where PVA was used to study the 
double network approach as a means to improve mechanical properties of mucus hydrogel. For reference, the pure 
mucus gel is used. The estimated concentration is cmucin = 1.58 mg/mL.  
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a stronger capillary compare to the pure hagfish mucus hydrogel. This could be due to 

the fact that 12mg/L PVA solution (5%) was diluting the system enough so there was 

no double network effect.  We may speculate, since there was not a complete collapse, 

that instead of having a system of two interpenetrating networks, the PVA 

macromolecules do not form a physical network and they just coil around the mucin 

matrix, creating in this way a semi-interpenetrating network. This leads evidently to a 

weaker response due to a reduced energy dissipation mechanism. The relevant 

extensional data are presented in Figure 8.9. Regarding shear measurements, due to 

limited amount of (mucin) sample. We conducted SAOS rheometry with only one 

concentration of PVA, 10mg/mL, and carefully introduced it into a mucus gel of 0.36 

mg/mL. In Figure 8.10 we present dynamic strain sweep data and dynamic frequency 

spectra. Interestingly, this combination appears to have a large linear viscoelastic 

region since even after very large values of shear strain (~1000%), we do not see a 

moduli crossover in the DSS tests. However, at high shear rates we note again a 

decrease of the storage modulus and an increase of the loss modulus by more than 

10%, indicating an internal structural change. Finally, we observe an increase of the 

storage modulus, ~ 2 Pa and the gel is relatively stable over time and did not show signs 

of strong aging. 

Figure 8.10: Oscillatory shear rheometry for PVA/mucus nanocomposites at a concentration of 10 mg/mL PVA and 
0.36 mg/mL mucin proteins. Closed symbols are storage modulus G’ whereas open symbols loss modulus G’’. Lines 
represent creep experiments converted into moduli. 
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8.5 Summary and Discussion 

 

To conclude, in order to map the interaction of all additives tested with the mucin 

proteins we created a state diagram (Collapse/No Collapse) presented in Figure 8.11. 

SNPs failed in all cases, no matter what the dispersing medium was. However, some 

alternative additives worked well with the hagfish mucin network (green dots). The 

collapsed state is highlighted with red, whereas the gel with additives that did not fail 

with green.  For further comparison, in Figure 8.12 the CaBER tests of the most 

promising nanocomposites are plotted, with reference point being a mucus gel of 1.58 

mg/mL. It is clear that the pure mucus undergoes a more rapid filament breakup than 

PVA/Mucus gel, whilst the CARBOPOL® and MPTS composites do not break at all, but 

eventually approach a constant finite value corresponding to a thin residual strand. This 

tendency to form threads is perceived as a typical behavior of adhesives. We fit our data 

Figure 8.11: Effective state diagram of the interaction of hagfish mucin gel with different nanoparticles forming 
nanocomposites. With (●) are the additives that collapsed the network and with (●) are the ones where mixing was 
successful.  Images to the right show a typical behavior of each state. 
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curves with the elastocapillary model (eq. 3.11) to extract a characteristic relaxation 

time (λ) of the filament. The results (Figure 8.12(b) and (c)) reveal that both breakup 

time (τB) and characteristic relaxation time (λ) increase gradually with increasing the 

concentration of the nanoparticle. Note that for PVA we observe a drop after a critical 

concentration of ~10mg/mL. Regarding the linear viscoelastic measurements, in Figure 

8.13 we plot and compare the dynamic frequency spectra after equilibration. 

Interestingly, the MPTS organosilica particles have a weak effect at lower 

concentrations, which becomes significantly enhanced if we only add 1mg/mL more. 

Note that, much less quantities are needed for the organosilica fillers to reach 

significant effective strengthening. However, one should be very careful since even 

with very low amounts there is a formation of flaky regions and eventually phase 

separation and breakdown of the mucin hydrogel. In addition, these nanocomposites 

Figure 8.12: (a) Capillary breakup rheology tests of the optimal formulations for each additive and the mucus gel 
without additive (b) Critical break-up time of filaments with concentrations (c) Characteristic relaxation time with 
concentration as obtained for the elastocapillary fit. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye and they go to infinite 
when it the capillary is not breaking. 
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are stable, ie, they exhibit a very steady response over time. The higher value of storage 

modulus was obtained for MPTS at 3mg/mL, followed by PVA at 10 mg/mL.  This trend 

apparently contradicts the results obtained from capillary break-up rheometry. As 

opposed to conventional rheometers, which impose a controlled stress or strain on the 

fluid, a filament breakup rheometer imposes a rapid axial step strain of prescribed 

magnitude to induce a statically-unstable shape and then allows the necked sample to 

relax and break under the action of capillary forces.  So we have to keep in mind that 

we test different mechanisms of deformation. Moreover, due to limited amounts of 

sample, we were not able to make a fully conclusive study regarding the latter set of 

experiments. Whereas this needs further investigations, the fact the strong 

reinforcement is possible with very small amounts of added nanoparticles and very 

small overall material concentration in water, represents an important, intriguing 

finding. 

 

Figure 8.13: (a) Dynamic Frequency Spectra of each mucin nanocomposites studied. The test results shown were 
obtained after equilibration over time (b) Plateau Modulus of each mixed and also normalized by the modulus of 
the mucus gel used as reference. 
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Associating macromolecular systems are promising building blocks for materials with tunable 

mechanical and rheological properties. We have shown that the simplest possible telechelic 

star polymers with 3 arms represent a paradigm of soft patchy particle, whose properties can 

be tuned by the strength of attraction between its associating terminal monomers, i.e., by 

selecting a solvent which is at the same time good for the inner blocks but poor for the outer 

ones, and then changing the system’s temperature. Moreover, we have investigated the self-

assembly of TSPs with a variable size of the outer block as well as the overall arm length, which 

are subject to worsening solvent conditions, in dilute solutions. Our DLS results show two 

distinct relaxation modes upon lowering the temperature below a critical value: the fast-

relaxing mode that corresponds to individual stars in solution and the slow-relaxing mode due 

to the presence of large aggregates. We find that the size of both populations decreases upon 

cooling. For single TSPs, the decay is associated with the formation of a single patch, where 

all three arms come together. However, we find that the transition temperature increases 

with the degree of polymerization of TSP arms, while keeping the fraction of solvophobic 

monomers constant. The formed aggregates in solution are much larger than single stars. 

Simulations   at a higher concentration of TSPs reveal the formation of micellar aggregates 

with complex internal structure. Upon worsening the solvent quality for the outer block, the 

solvent becomes more strongly expelled from the aggregate’s interior, which causes the 

reduction of its size, similarly to the experimental behavior. TSPs with higher functionality and 

molecular weight are different.  Interestingly, the TSP with 0.5 fraction of outer B block self-

organizes at relatively low temperatures (below 30oC) and the size of the fast mode is 

unchanged. Yet, for the lower fraction (0.3 PS) star, we a two-step decay of the size of the fast 

mode results from intramolecular patches formed upon worsening the solvent quality. There 

is a clear indication of aggregation, reflected in the presence of the slow process which has a 

very broad shoulder attributed to the formation of a percolated network with no clear form 

factor. Finally, we studied the dynamics of 6 and 16 arm diblock-co-polymer star in a selective 

solvent for the outer block. Due to the difference in the position of the solvophobic block, the 

single molecular conformation of the (AB)n type star block is quite different from that of the 

(BA)n type TSP, leading to different type of aggregates.  In particular, the tendency to forming 
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micelles and the supramolecular structures are different between in the two types. 

Solvophobic nanodomains serve as junction locations for forming multimolecular micelles, not 

a gel such as that in the case of sticky end arms. Undoubtedly, more concentrated regimes 

should be explored to help us understand the kinetics and dynamics of their self-organization 

mechanism. Also the effect of molecular weight both on the volume transition and the size 

and type of supramolecular clusters formed should be investigated. Rheological studies of the 

tunable flow properties as well as simulation studies would provide further insights for 

understanding the interplay of interactions and polymer dynamics and for exploiting these 

materials in applications. The second part of this thesis focused on the polyelectrolyte 

hydrogel formed from the mucin-like protein network derived from mucin vesicles of Hagfish. 

We demonstrated pathways to enhance their mechanical properties. We found that silica 

nanoparticles were not promising at all since there was a collapse of the polymeric network 

which led to an irreversible flaky state. Alternatively, organosilica nanoparticles were 

prepared and tested and indeed a strengthening effect was observed when adding even very 

low amounts. Our rheological studies show indeed that these particles significantly enhance 

the stiffness of the hydrogel and also its time stability. Notably the nanocomposite was highly 

heterogeneous: there was always a very small portion of the system that exhibited again 

similar behavior to the silica nanoparticles but this it seemed to be integrated to the gel and 

did not precipitate. This effects became more predominant as we increased the concentration 

and eventually further addition of nanoparticles yielded collapse of the nanocomposites.  

CARBOPOL® was also proved to be a successful additives, and the capillary filaments formed 

were very stable. CARBOPOL® - increased the modulus of the mucus gel but not its time 

stability. Finally, the use PVA to form a double network was also shown to be another 

promising avenue for reinforcement, however there was a limitation in the amount add since 

after a certain point the effect of the double network is counteracted by actual dilution of the 

DN system. Nevertheless, when tested the rheology of PVA/mucus with conventional 

oscillatory shear rheology, the results were extraordinary regarding both time stability and 

increase of modulus. These results are promising and will prompt many more investigations. 

However in lack of a clear understanding of the fillier-mucin interactions and the mechanism 

of reinforcement, it is not possible to identify the best reinforcing agent. To gain further 

insight of the effects of additives on the mucus properties, it is important to further 
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characterize the systems via DLS experiments to obtain information on the spatiotemporal 

changes and perform a more extended study with shear rheology, including nonlinear. 

Preliminary results of IR experiments to healthy freeze-dried mucin, as well as to a collapsed 

state due to high concentration of MPTS NPs, are promising since there appears to be a 

decrease of –OH bonding at the collapsed state indicating a more hydrophobic character. 

Despite this, the effect is still strong not allowing to unambiguously track other important 

bonding (i.e. S-S) in the single bond regime of wavelengths. NMR spectroscopy as well as 

imaging techniques (i.e., TEM) could help mapping the interactions between the mucin matrix 

and the particles. Concerning the mucoadhesive particles, better control could be achieved by 

incorporating chemical groups in the polymer network that have affinity to the NP precursors 

(nucleation groups), for example decorated with PEG. At last, inspired by our work would be 

possible to try reinforcing the TSPs networks utilizing the mechanisms studied for mucus 

hydrogel and thus create well-defined nanocomposites. 
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Figure AI.1: Experimental ISFs for a 16-arm TSP with α (PS) =0.5 at fixed value of the scattering wave vector (q = 0.02475 nm-1). The 
temperature-dependent viscosity effect of the solvent is accounted for. Four different concentrations are shown (a) 2.7%wt. (b) 
2.0%wt. (c) 1.5%wt. and (d) 1.0%wt. 
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Figure AI.3: Left; schematic illustrations of star-block copolymers (a) (BA) n type and (b) (AB) n type. For simplicity, a star with 5 arms 
is shown. The green beads represent the solvophilic A and red beads the solvophobic B. The black bead is the center (core) of the 
star. Right; Snapshots taken from DPD simulations in nonselective solvent for yellow/green beads for n=14. These cartoons are taken 
from Sheng et al., J.Phys.Chem, 2006. 

 

Figure A.I.2: Hydrodynamic radius extracted from the slow mode of the experimental ISFs for 16-arm TSP with α (PS) =0.49 and 
Mw=835,200 g/mol. Data for four different concentrations are shown. 
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Figure AII.1: (A) Photos of the slime after mixing. In sample A series first, we formed the gel and then added the silica nano-
fillers. In all samples the mvesicles was 0.945 mg and the total volume is VTOT= 250μL (a) Non-Dialyzed slime (b) A1=2% SNPs (c) 
A2=10%SNPs. (B) Finger test for capillary formation check. In sample B series the sample was loaded in the Eppendorf and 
then sloshed to form a macroscopically homogeneous gel.(a) hagfish slime (b) B1: 2% SNPs (c) B1 : 2% SNPs after the bottom 
and top plates came to contact (d)B2: 10% SNPs, where one can clearly see its “gummy-like” appearance. Note that in series 
B there was plenty of dispersant left in the mixing Eppendorf due to phase separation. 
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Figure AII.2: (a) Dynamic frequency spectra of a mucus hydrogel with concentration 0.65mg/mL after 2 hours of 
equilibration (b) Values of plateau modulus (Gp) plotted against concentration. Taken from [39]  

 


